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ABSTRACT 
 
Post-tensioned structural systems have the ability to self-center and eliminate permanent 
drift in a building following an earthquake. Research on this type of structural system for 
buildings is limited, both in the U.S. and Taiwan. U.S. researchers at Lehigh University, 
Princeton University, and Purdue University are currently collaborating on a NEESR-SG 
project entitled Self-Centering Damage-Free Seismic-Resistant Steel Frame Systems. The 
National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) in Taipei, Taiwan has 
been conducting research on self-centering structural systems related to steel and 
reinforced concrete structures. A coordinated effort between researchers in the U.S. and 
Taiwan has therefore been undertaken to systematically investigate post-tensioned self-
centering structural systems for buildings in order to facilitate the advancement of 
knowledge on this subject. A workshop entitled U.S.-Taiwan Workshop on Self-
Centering Structural Systems was held June 6-7, 2005 at the National Center for 
Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) in Taipei, Taiwan. This workshop 
provided a forum to exchange information and ideas, and to formulate plans for future 
collaboration between the U.S. and Taiwan.  
 
This set of proceedings contains the summaries and presentations from the workshop. A 
total of 20 papers were presented at the workshop, covering a wide spectrum of research 
on self-centering structural systems in the U.S. and Taiwan. Topics of the papers include: 
the seismic behavior of post-tensioned beam-to-column connections; column-to-base 
connections; frame systems; damage assessment and monitoring of self-centering frame 
systems; and analytical and experimental simulation methods for self-centering systems. 
A panel session was held at the end of the workshop to formulate bilateral collaborations 
and future perspectives of U.S. and Taiwan researchers on this topic. The resolutions 
from this panel session are included in this set of proceedings. 
 
 
James M. Ricles 
K.C. Tsai 
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ENERGY DISSIPATION FOR SELF-CENTERING STEEL 
MOMENT RESISTING FRAMES: 
BOTTOM FLANGE FRICTION DEVICE 
Michael Wolski, James Ricles, Richard Sause, Kyung-Sik Lee 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Lehigh University 
 
Introduction 
This paper outlines the design of an energy dissipation 
(ED) device for a self-centering moment resisting frame 
(SC-MRF) steel connection.  Criteria used to evaluate 
this ED device include effective energy dissipation, 
device constructability, and life-cycle and maintenance 
characteristics.   
 
The bottom flange friction device (BFFD) is chosen for 
more in-depth analysis and experimentation due to its 
simplicity of construction and installation and good 
energy dissipation characteristics.  A schematic of the 
BFFD is shown in Fig. 1.  The BFFD consists of a 
vertically oriented slotted plate shop welded to the 
bottom beam flange cover plate as well as two outer 
“angles” field bolted to the column.  Sandwiched 
between the two outer angles are brass friction plates on 
both sides of the beam plate.  High strength bolts with 
disc spring washers provide the normal force, 
compressing the entire assembly together. Belleville disc 
spring washers were used in the work by Petty (1999) 
and Morgen et al. (2004) and are recommended here.   
 
The BFFD is delivered to the site attached to the 
beam/cover plate, and is used during erection of the 
beam, prior to the post-tensioning operation.  Since the 
device is located on the bottom flange only, there is no 
interference with the composite slab. 
 
 
Beam Column Post-Tensioning
BFFD 
(a) 
(b) Friction Bolts with 
Belleville Washers 
Slotted Plate Welded 
to Beam Cover Plate 
“Angle” Bolted 
to Column 
Brass Friction 
Plates 
 
Fig. 1.  Schematic elevation: (a) one floor of a frame 
with BFFD’s and (b) BFFD details 
 
 
Previous Research 
Prior work by Garlock et al. (2002 and 2005) and Ricles 
et al. (2002) demonstrates that moment resisting frames 
(MRF’s) with post-tensioning (PT) have the potential to 
eliminate damage and maintain self-centering capability 
under significant earthquake motion. In addition, the 
effectiveness of friction devices has been shown for both 
precast concrete post-tensioned MRF’s by Morgen et al. 
(2004) and steel SC-MRF’s by Rojas et al. (2003 and 
2005). 
 
Moment Capacity 
As the structure experiences earthquake motion and 
decompression of the post-tensioning occurs, top and 
bottom gap openings result as the beam rotates about two 
center-of-rotation points through an angle, θr as shown in 
Fig. 2.  As a result of placing this device on the bottom 
flange to avoid interference with the composite slab, the 
radial distances from these two center-of-rotation points 
are different and consequently result in two distinct 
friction device moment values, MFf+ and MFf-.  For the 
BFFD, |MFf+| > |MFf-|. 
 
 θr
  COR + 
 (a)    (b) 
      r + 
   r - 
      θr 
  Ff          Ff 
   COR -
MFf+
      MFf-
 
Fig. 2.  Gap opening: (a) positive center-of-rotation 
and (b) negative center of rotation.  Note the post-
tensioning is not shown in this figure for clarity. 
Energy Dissipation 
As a result of the distinct moment values described 
above, the hysteretic behavior of the device is un-
symmetric as shown in the connection moment-relative 
rotation (M-θr) behavior in Fig. 3.  It is noted that for a 
two-sided connection, the overall M-θr behavior would 
be symmetric.  In this figure, MPT is the moment capacity 
due to the post-tensioning and MFf+ and MFf- are the 
positive and negative moment capacity due to the friction 
device, respectively.   
 
The effective energy dissipation ratio, βE can be 
calculated as the average of the βE values for the positive 
and negative regions. For each region the energy 
dissipation ratio is defined as the ratio of the actual 
energy dissipation to the energy dissipated by an elastic-
perfectly plastic device with the same strength. In 
simplified form:  
 
−+
−+
+= /
/
FfPT
Ff
E MM
Mβ  (1) 
 
 
    MFf+ 
    MFf- 
      M 
       θr 
 MPT 
    MFf+ 
   MPT 
MFf- 
 
Fig. 3. Theoretical un-symmetric hysteresis loop for a 
single BFFD. 
Constructability 
The goal of this research is to develop a device that is 
relatively low in cost and that can be fabricated by a 
conventional structural steel subcontractor.  While a 
detailed cost analysis was not performed in this study, by 
not requiring specialty contractors or suppliers in the 
fabrication and erection of the BFFD device, the cost and 
schedule impacts can be minimized.   
 
In order to determine the required slot size for the beam 
plate, it is necessary to examine the movement of the 
plate with respect to the stationary position of the friction 
bolts.  As shown in Fig. 4, the slot in the plate needs to 
accommodate both the positive and negative center of 
rotation points.  An oversized slot that accommodates 
both COR’s is utilized for ease of fabrication.   
 
Slot to Accommodate
Both Positions
COR+ Position
COR- Position
Final Over-Sized Slot
Original Position
 
Fig. 4. Determination of the required slot size for the 
beam plate. 
 
Life-Cycle/Maintenance 
The life-cycle/maintenance characteristics of the device 
are considered critical.  The possibility of long-term 
maintenance requirements is present with other energy 
dissipation devices (e.g., fluid, elastomeric or viscoelastic 
devices), while friction devices can basically be 
maintenance free.  Hysteretic energy dissipating devices 
in the form of top and bottom seat angles have the 
potential for low-cycle fatigue issues as shown by 
Garlock et al. (2002 and 2005 ) and Ricles et al. (2001 
and 2002).  In addition, by their nature yielding devices 
would have components that require replacing after an 
earthquake event and the possibility of permanent offset.  
Also, if any maintenance was required on the BFFD, 
direct access through the ceiling below can be made with 
an access panel.  
 
Basis for Design 
In order to determine the BFFD design relative rotation 
values (θr), connection rotation data for several Design 
Basis Earthquake (DBE) and Maximum Considered 
Earthquake (MCE) motions analyzed by Rojas et al. 
(2003) are examined.  A log normal distribution is used 
to determine the probability of exceedance (POE) of θr 
for the DBE and MCE.  During the DBE and MCE, the 
POE of 3.5% rotation is less than 0.01 and 0.25, 
respectively.  Therefore, a value of θr equal to 3.5% is 
selected as the BFFD design value. 
 
In addition, Petty (1999) showed that a coefficient of 
friction of 0.4 was a practical value for brass on steel.  
An over-strength factor of 1.2 associated with the friction 
force is utilized in the design of the BFFD components. 
 
Also, a target value for βE equal to 25% is set for the 
BFFD.  In order to achieve this value, the post-tensioning 
moment, MPT, is set equal to 40% of the plastic moment 
capacity, Mpn, of the floor beam section to where the 
device is located.  Also, the positive friction moment, 
MFf+ is set to 25% of Mpn. 
 
Limit State Design 
Under the DBE and MCE ground motion (θr ≤ 3.5%) no 
failure of the BFFD is to occur.  In the range of rotation 
3.5% > θr ≤ 6%, bearing (or “bottoming out”) of some 
friction bolts is allowed thus reducing the moment 
capacity due to friction, MFf+/-.  Under this scenario, the 
device would perform in a limited capacity.  If θr exceeds 
6%, bearing of all friction bolts would occur.  The device 
is designed so that failure of the friction bolts in shear 
(i.e. bearing of bolts) does not occur prior to failure of 
the column “angles.”  The goal is to maintain the friction 
force and concentrate any damage to the column “angles” 
which are relatively easy to replace.  
 
Conclusions 
During the summer of 2005, a 3/5 scale BFFD prototype 
will be experimentally tested at Lehigh University.  The 
full scale device is designed to accommodate a 
W36X300 beam specimen.  The calculated moment-
relative rotation (M-θr) relationship is shown in Fig. 5, 
and the predicted behavior of the BFFD indicates an 
average energy dissipation value βE of 25%.  During the 
testing, the various limit states as previously described 
will be tested, as well as fabrication and installation 
errors (e.g., friction bolt missing, bolts not tensioned 
properly or device misalignment).  Finally, a limit state 
design procedure will be presented for the BFFD. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Calculated moment-relative rotation (M-θr) 
relationship. 
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Introduction 
The post-tensioned seismic building systems 
have the advantage of self-centering after the effects 
of earthquakes and thereby eliminate permanent drift 
and reduce the possibility of being demolished after 
earthquakes. It was proved that the post-tensioned 
building systems have steady responses under cyclic 
loading. These years, many researches were 
conducted in the National Center for Research on 
Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) in Taiwan. The 
research issues included the experimental behavior 
and the analytical modeling of the RC beam-to-RC 
column joints, steel beam-to-CFT column joints, and 
steel beam-to-RC column joints. All these related 
research projects were organized in an integrated 
project to systematically investigate the self-centering 
structural system 
The Behavior of Post-tensioned Joints 
A post-tensioned building system with 
appropriate design, should not only limit the 
permanent deformation of the building but dissipate 
energy efficiently. The behavior of the post-tensioned 
joints is the superposition of the responses of the 
tendons and the energy-dissipating devices. Fig. 1(a) 
shows the contribution of the post-tensioned bars to 
the joints, and (b) shows the contribution of the 
energy-dissipating devices to the joints. The behavior 
of a post-tensioned joint with energy-dissipating 
devices as shown in (c) is the superposition of (a) and 
(b). It is characterized by its self-centering effect and 
the energy dissipating capacity. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1 Idealized hysteretic behavior of a 
post-tensioned energy dissipating joint. (Cristopoulos 
et al. 2002) 
Research Plan 
This research project is a four-year integrated 
project sponsored by National Science Council in 
Taiwan. The affiliated projects include the 
experimental and analytical studies on seismic 
behavior of RC, steel, CFT and RCS structures. This 
series of research was scheduled as shown in table. 1. 
In the first year (2004 to 2005), the primary objective 
is to explore the energy absorbing devices which can 
be installed in the connections for post-tensioned 
structures. To well organize the related research 
project, the investigating issues were generally 
categorized into three types and illustrated in Fig. 2, 
namely, the interior beam to column connections, the 
exterior beam to column connections, and the column 
to base connections. For the second year, the research 
project will base on the results in the previous year 
and further discuss the behavior of the post-tensioned 
structural members with walls or concrete slabs. 
Moreover, an experimental study on post-tensioned 
RCS plan frame as shown in Fig. 3 will be launched. 
Similarly, the post-tensioned 2-D CFT frame will be 
studied in the third year. Also, the member behavior 
of the RCS and RC structures subjected to 
bi-directional excitations will be the main research 
issue of the year. In the last year, a 3-D 
post-tensioned structure is now temporarily planed to 
be the investigating subject. It is expected that 
through the proof test, the seismic behavior of the 
post-tensioned structural systems can be further 
understood and the research results can be 
implemented in the development of the related 
building codes. 
 
Table 1 The research subjects of the integrated 
research project for post-tensioned structural systems 
PT Research Subjects Year
CFT RC RCS 
2004
beam-column 
connections 
z beam-column connections 
z col.-to-footing connections 
2005
beam-column connections 
with walls or with slabs 
2-D frame 
testing 
2006
2-D frame 
testing 
beam-col. connections subjected 
to bi-directional loadings 
2007 3-D frame testing and code development 
 
 5
RC System
Hwang 林Chen Lin ChouChungChengYeh
Hsu
CFT System RCS System
Fig. 2 The investigating issues of the post-tensioned 
RC, CFT and RCS structures. 
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Fig. 3 The scheduled 2-D post-tensioned RCS 
frame specimen. 
Preliminary Test Results  
The typical experimental setup is shown in Photo 
1. The displacement loading protocol as per AISC 
Seismic Provisions 2002 (AISC 2002) was applied at 
the end of beams. The preliminary test results 
demonstrated that most of the specimens did perform 
with the effects of self-centering and energy 
dissipating. Specimen PTT1 in Fig. 4 dissipated 
energy by bending the steel plates installed in the 
beam-to-column interface. Specimen PUI40 in Fig. 5 
dissipated energy by tensing and compressing the 
steel bars on the beam flanges. Both figures illustrate 
the typical force and displacement relationship in the 
integrated project. After the modification of the 
details of the energy dissipating devices, it is 
expected that these devices could work even better in 
the self-centering structural systems. Besides, some 
devices adopted in RC, RCS and CFT structures were 
proposed in this integrated project for self-centering 
structural systems. These devices included the steel 
plates, steel bars and rubbers. Further discussions on 
the details are made in the affiliated research projects.  
 
Photo 1 The typical test setup 
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Fig. 4 The relationship of beam end displacement 
and the beam end force in RCS Specimen PTT1. 
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Fig. 5 The relationship of beam end displacement 
and the beam end force in steel Specimen PUI40. 
Summary  
Based on the preliminary experimental results, 
the advantages of the self-centering structural systems 
were confirmed: small residual deformation and 
efficient energy dissipation. After the series of testing, 
it is expected that the behavior of the post-tensioned 
joints with energy dissipating devices will be 
understood more clearly. Additionally, it is hoped 
that through this integrated project, the post-tensioned 
seismic structural systems can be implemented in the 
real practice in Taiwan buildings. 
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PAST RESEARCH AT LEHIGH UNIVERSITY ON SELF-
CENTERING STRUCTURAL STEEL MRF SYSTEMS  
James M. Ricles and Richard Sause 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Lehigh University 
 
Introduction 
Conventional steel earthquake-resistant structural 
systems use fully restrained (FR) joints between main 
structural members that are designed so that inelastic 
deformations develop in the main structural members. 
These conventional earthquake resistant systems 
provide acceptable life-safety and collapse-prevention 
performance under the design basis earthquake 
(DBE), but the economic impacts of this inelastic 
deformation and the related damage can be 
significant. New earthquake-resistant steel moment 
resisting frame systems (MRF), called self-centering 
(SC) systems, with the potential to eliminate damage 
to main structural members under the DBE, have 
been studied over the past decade at Lehigh 
University. These studies have consisted of both 
experimental and analytical investigations.  
 
A SC system uses gap-opening behavior at selected 
critical joints (or connections) between main 
structural members, along with associated energy 
dissipation elements, to provide nonlinear softening 
behavior, ductility, and energy dissipation without 
significant inelastic deformation and related damage 
to the main structural members. Elastic restoring 
forces provided by post-tensioning at these joints 
return the structure to it original position, eliminating 
residual drift. An example of a post-tensioned 
connection for a SC MRF is shown in Fig. 1. The 
post-tensioning is provided by post-tensioned (PT) 
strands that run parallel to the beam, over multiple 
bays where they are anchored (see Fig. 1(a)). The 
example shown in Fig. 1 utilizes friction to dissipate 
energy and is referred to herein as a post-tensioned 
friction damped connection (PFDC). Other means of 
dissipating energy using top and seat angles have 
been studied by Garlock et al. (2005). The hysteretic 
moment-relative rotation (M-θr) behavior of the 
PFDC connection is shown schematically in Fig. 2.  
 
The moment capacity of a PT connection is a 
function of the axial force in the beam (due to the 
post-tensioning force and transfer of inertia forces 
from the gravity frames of a building with SC frames 
through diaphragm action), force developed in the 
connection friction device or angles, and axial 
stiffness of the PT strands.  
 
This paper provides a summary of research at Lehigh 
University on steel SC earthquake-resistant MRF 
structural steel systems. 
 
 
 
Fig 1. Schematic elevation: (a) one floor of a frame 
with PFDCs and (b) PFDC details (Rojas et al., 2005) 
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Fig 2. Idealized moment-relative rotation behavior of 
a PFDC (Rojas et al., 2005) 
 
Experimental Studies 
Experimental studies were performed by Ricles et al. 
(2002) and Garlock et al. (2005) in order to 
investigate the effects of various parameters on the 
performance of PT moment connections in a SC steel 
MRF. A total of fifteen subassemblies were tested 
under inelastic cyclic loading in these two studies. 
Each subassembly included an interior connection 
with two wide flange beams attached to a column. 
Wide flange columns and concrete filled steel tube 
columns were included in the studies. Other 
parameters varied in the study include the properties 
of the top and seat angles, flange reinforcing plates, 
connection shim plates, initial post-tensioning force, 
and number of post-tensioning strands. The 
experimental test setup for Garlock et al. (2005) is 
shown in Fig. 3.  
 
(a) 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3: Test setup (Garlock et al., 2005) 
 
 
Fig. 4: Lateral load-displacement response of 
Specimens 36s-20-P and 16s-45 (Garlock et al., 
2005) 
 
The hysteretic response of two specimens tested by 
Garlock et al. (2005) is shown in Fig. 4. The PT 
connections specimens are shown in Fig. 4 to have an 
initial stiffness that is comparable to the elastic 
stiffness (Kwelded) of a conventional FR welded 
moment connection, while also dissipating energy 
and returning the subassembly to it original position 
upon unloading. 
 
In addition to self-centering, the test results from the 
studies by Garlock et al. (2005) and Ricles et al. 
(2002) demonstrate that PT connections provide 
excellent elastic stiffness, strength, and ductility 
under cyclic loading, with energy dissipation 
occurring primarily in the angles. Specimens were 
found to exhibit stable self-centering hysteretic 
behavior under severe cyclic loading when beam 
local buckling and strand yielding do not occur. 
Beam local buckling prevents the specimen from self-
centering and limits the ductility. The connection 
should therefore be designed to avoid this limit state 
by using reinforcing plates of sufficient length and/or 
by using a smaller initial post-tensioning force. To 
prevent strand yielding, a larger number of strands 
with a smaller initial post-tensioning force per strand 
is recommended.  
 
Analytical Studies  
The seismic behavior of a 6-story, 4-bay perimeter 
SC MRF was evaluated in several analytical studies 
by Ricles et al. (2001), Garlock (2002), and Rojas et 
al. (2005) using nonlinear time history analyses. The 
SC frames utilized either top and set angles (Ricles et 
al. 2001, Garlock 2002) or friction devices (Rojas et 
al. 2005) in the PT connections to dissipate energy. 
The design approach for the SC frames used the 
equivalent lateral load procedure described in the IBC 
2000 provisions (ICC 2000), and had two 
performance objectives: (1) to achieve the immediate 
occupancy level under DBE ground motions; and (2) 
to achieve the collapse prevention level under 
Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) ground 
motions. For purposes of comparison, a conventional 
MRF with FR connections was also designed, and 
subsequently analyzed, as described below. 
 
The computer program DRAIN-2DX (Prakash et al. 
1993) was used to develop a model of the post- 
tensioned connections and the associated beams and 
columns. The beams and columns are modeled using 
fiber elements that are divided into a number of 
segments along the element length. Only one segment 
is used in regions of these elements where linear 
elastic behavior is expected. The cross-section of 
each segment is comprised of several fibers. A 
material stress-strain relationship, a cross sectional 
area, and a distance from the longitudinal reference 
axis of the member characterize each fiber. The beam 
fiber elements adjacent to the column are used to 
model connection gap opening. The fibers of the 
beam cross section initially in contact with the shim 
plates are assigned a stress-strain relationship that has 
stiffness in compression, but none in tension. To 
account for the beam and column depths at the 
connection, the panel zone region is modeled using a 
set of master-slave nodes as shown in Fig. 5 (where 
the post-tensioning strands are not shown, but were 
modeled). The panel zone flexibility was modeled by 
placing two rotational springs (identified as panel 
zone springs in Fig. 5). The diaphragm action for the 
building was modeled using collector beams to 
transfer the inertia forces from the gravity frames into  
Fig. 5: PFDC analysis model (post-tensioning strands 
not shown) (Rojas et al., 2005) 
Friction
Springs
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Spring
Fiber ElementsHinge
Beam-Column
Element
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dbeam
dcol
the SC frames (see Fig. 6). More details on 
connection and frame modeling are found in Garlock 
(2002) and Rojas et al. (2005). 
 
Fig. 6: SC MRF analysis model (Garlock 2002) 
 
Nonlinear dynamic time history analyses were 
conducted using an ensemble of records to investigate 
the seismic behavior of the FR and SC MRFs. Two 
sets of analyses were conducted. For both sets of 
analyses, the records were scaled to the DBE and 
MCE levels, and the response of the frames to these 
scaled records evaluated. The scale factor for each 
record was determined using the IBC 2000 DBE and 
MCE response spectra as the target spectra for the 
DBE and MCE levels, respectively. The scaling 
procedure developed by Somerville (1997) was used. 
In Fig. 7 the IBC 2000 DBE and MCE response 
spectra are compared to the response spectra for the 
eight scaled (DBE level) records used in the study by 
Rojas et al. (2005) on SC MRFs with friction devices 
in the PT connections. The fundamental elastic 
period, T1, of the frames are 2.03 and 1.74 seconds 
for the FR and SC MRFs, respectively. 
 
Fig. 7. Response spectra (Rojas et al., 2005) 
 
The mean (m) and mean plus one standard deviation 
(m+σ) of the maximum story drift and residual story 
drift from the analyses performed by Rojas et al. 
(2005) are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, for 
the SC frame (where they are labeled PFDC) and 
conventional steel MRF with FR connections. The 
maximum story drifts for the SC frame are shown to 
be similar to those of the FR frame. However, the 
residual drift results in Fig. 9 show a significant 
reduction in the residual drift in the SC frame 
compared to the FR frame. The SC frame self-
centers, while the FR frame develops plastic hinges in 
the beams that lead to permanent drift. Under the 
MCE event the SC MRF develops minimal damage. 
The SC frame was determined to be able to meet its 
performance objectives. Similar results were found in 
the studies by Garlock (2002) on SC frames with top 
and bottom angles instead of friction devices in the 
PT connections. 
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Fig. 8. Maximum story drifts for DBE and MCE 
records (Rojas et al., 2005) 
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Fig. 9. Maximum residual story drifts for DBE and 
MCE records (Rojas et al., 2005) 
 
Conclusions  
Studies on SC MRFs show that the system offers a 
viable alternative to conventional MRFs for seismic 
resistant design. An SC MRF develops no damage in 
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the main members under the design basis earthquake, 
with a minimal amount of damage occurring under 
the maximum considered earthquake. Further studies 
are needed to develop alternative PT connection 
details, as well as to investigate the affect of other 
structural system parameters (e.g., building height) on 
performance. 
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PAST RESEARCH AT LEHIGH UNIVERSITY ON SELF-
CENTERING PRECAST CONCRETE WALLS  
Richard Sause and Stephen Pessiki 
Lehigh University 
 
Introduction 
During the past 10 years, analytical and experimental 
studies on self-centering (SC) precast concrete walls 
have been conducted in the US and other countries. 
This paper provides an overview of past research at 
Lehigh University on SC precast concrete walls. 
 
Unbonded Post-Tensioned Precast Walls 
The SC behavior is created using unbonded post-
tensioning, and SC precast walls are known in the US 
as unbonded post-tensioned precast concrete walls. 
These walls are constructed by post-tensioning 
precast wall panels across horizontal joints.  The 
post-tensioning steel is not bonded to the concrete 
panels, but is anchored at the foundation and the top 
of the wall (Fig. 1(a)). At a selected level of 
earthquake loading, the horizontal joint at the 
foundation level decompresses due to the overturning 
moment and a gap opening behavior develops (Fig. 
1(b)). Upon unloading, post-tensioning and gravity 
load cause the wall to return to its original position 
(i.e., to self-center) as shown in Fig. 2.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Unbonded post-tensioned precast wall. 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Self-centering lateral load versus lateral 
drift behavior. 
Analytical Research 
The first stage of research on unbonded post-
tensioned precast walls at Lehigh identified limit 
states and developed analytical models for these walls 
[1-2]. Fig. 3 shows flexural limit states that are 
considered in design.  Other limit states, for example 
shear strength limit states, are avoided using capacity 
design procedures. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Flexural limit states in lateral load versus 
lateral drift behavior.  
Fig. 3 shows that the lateral load versus lateral drift 
behavior softens before yielding of the post-
tensioning steel occurs. This softening is due to gap 
opening at the foundation level horizontal joint, and it 
permits lateral forces and accelerations to be 
controlled without inelastic behavior in the wall 
panels. Fig. 4 shows an analytical model [1-2] 
developed for unbonded post-tensioned precast walls, 
which uses truss elements for the post-tensioning 
steel and fiber elements for the wall panels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Analytical model using fiber elements 
applied to test specimen. 
The analytical model was used to study the effects of 
various design parameters on the lateral load versus 
drift behavior [1-2], and to conduct nonlinear time 
history response analyses [3-4]. Fig. 5 shows typical 
results from the design parameter study. A 
performance-based seismic design approach for 
unbonded post-tensioned walls is given in [3].  
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Fig. 5 Design parameter study showing effect of 
post-tensioning steel location in cross-section. 
Experimental Research 
The second stage of research on unbonded post-
tensioned precast walls at Lehigh involved 
experiments on five ½-scale wall specimens [5-6].  
The objectives of the tests were to validate analytical 
models, verify the expected limit states and 
performance, and investigate undesirable limit states 
[6].  Fig. 4 shows a typical test specimen, which 
simulated a six-story wall designed for a prototype 
building in Los Angeles. Different arrangements of 
post-tensioning steel and confining steel details were 
tested, and both monotonic and cyclic loading were 
used.  Fig. 6 shows results from two of the cyclic 
loading tests.  Wall TW3 has twice the area of post-
tensioning steel of TW5 (with the steel post-
tensioning stress at roughly 0.55fu) and twice the 
level of concrete prestress (approximately 8.4 MPa 
for TW3 and 4.2 MPa for TW5).  Fig. 6 shows that 
TW5 has very significant ductility capacity [5-6]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 Design parameter study showing effect of 
post-tensioning steel location in cross-section. 
The test results were used to validate analytical 
models, including the fiber element model shown in 
Fig. 4, and a simpler model based on closed form 
expressions for the base shear and roof drift at the 
critical flexural limit states shown in Fig. 3.  Fig. 7 
compares the experimental results with analytical 
results from the fiber model (F.M.A.) and the closed 
form expressions (C.F.E.) for TW1, tested under 
monotonic loading, and good agreement is observed. 
Research Findings 
The past research at Lehigh [1-6] show that SC 
precast wall systems have the following attractive 
features: (1) economy, since the wall size and 
complexity are similar to those of conventional 
precast walls; (2) reduced damage, since these walls 
can be designed to resist the design basis earthquake 
without significant damage; (3) initial lateral stiffness 
that is similar to that of cast-in-place reinforced 
concrete walls; (4) controlled lateral force demands, 
due to softening lateral force versus lateral drift 
behavior under seismic loading; (5) lateral force 
versus lateral drift behavior that softens without 
significant inelastic deformation of the wall panels; 
and (6) ductility capacity that can be quite large.  
Research is needed to develop energy dissipation 
elements for these walls to control lateral drift 
demands under seismic loading [7]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental and analytical 
lateral force versus lateral drift behavior. 
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Introduction 
Recently, post-tensioning technology has been 
utilized in structural building systems to prevent un-
expected brittle failure of the welded beam-to-column 
moment connections used in moment-resisting frames, 
as observed during the 1994 Northridge earthquake. 
Unlike the moment connection, the beams are joined 
to the column through the use of post-tensioned 
high-strength strands, without welding in the field. 
The post-tensioned beam-to-column connection 
characterizes self-centering response while the struc-
ture subjects to seismic force. Gap opening and clos-
ing at the beam-to-column interface are expected 
during the high cyclic loading. The beams and col-
umns are designed to remain elastic that results in no 
inelastic or residual deformation.  
To further dissipate energy under the cyclic 
loading, seat angles were used in the post-tensioned 
steel connection as proposed by Ricles et al. (2001, 
2002). In addition, Christopoulos et al. (2002) pro-
posed post-tensioned energy dissipating connection 
by using round bars welded in the steel connection. 
However, only a large-scale exterior beam-to-column 
connection was tested by Christopoulos et al. to 
demonstrate the re-centering behavior associated with 
the energy dissipating ability.  
This study further investigates the effects of pa-
rameters of the post-tensioned connections with en-
ergy dissipating bars on the cyclic behavior. The 
parameters studied include the cross-sectional area 
and the length of energy dissipating bars, the 
post-tensioning force, and the amount of the 
post-tensioning strands. 
Design of Post-tensioned Connections 
The post-tensioned steel beam-to-CFT column 
connection with energy dissipating bars is shown in 
Fig. 1. The post-tensioning force is provided by 
high-strength strand. Round steel bars used to dissi-
pate energy are welded at both sides of the beam sec-
tion. Steel tubes are used for confining the steel bars 
to prevent the bars from buckling in compression. 
The connection is designed that, under service load-
ing, the beam and the column remain contact due to 
the post-tensioning force. However, a gap opening at 
the beam-to-column interface is expected when the 
connection subjects to loading which induces force 
greater than the post-tensioning force. Under cyclic 
loading, the gap opening and closing recur and cause 
nonlinear elastic action in the connection. When gap 
opening occurs, the steel bars can be designed to be 
stressed to yield and hysteretic behavior of the steel 
bars takes place during the gap opening and closing 
actions. Theoretical equations describing the mo-
ment-rotation relations related to the gap opening and 
closing can be found in Christopoulos et al. (2002). 
 Steel bar Post-tensioning 
strand 
CFT column Steel beam 
 
Fig. 1 Post-tensioned connection with energy dissi-
pating bars 
 
Following the analytical procedure, a parametric 
study was conducted to elucidate the hysteretic be-
havior of the post-tensioned connection. A subassem-
blage was designed to represent an interior 
beam-to-column connection, which consisted of 
H-shaped 500×200×10×16 steel beam and 
400×400×10 square tube filled with 34.5 MPa con-
crete. Connections were designed to have either 12 
strands or 20 strands, placed at four locations. Strands 
were tensioned that the decompression moments 
reach 30, 35 or 40% of the beam plastic flexural ca-
pacity. Three different energy dissipating bars were 
used. Table 1 shows the details of the connections. 
 
Table 1 Connection matrix 
Connec-
tion 
Number 
of 
strands
Decom-
pression 
moment 
(% of Mp) 
Diameter 
of ED 
bar (mm) 
Length 
of ED 
bar (mm)
S1-1 12 30 - - 
S1-2 12 30 16 1000 
S1-3 12 35 16 1000 
S1-4 12 30 22 1000 
S2-1 20 40 22 600 
S2-2 20 30 22 1000 
 
Hysteretic force-displacement relations of the 
connections are shown in Fig. 2. As observed in Fig. 
2(a), connection with energy dissipating bars dis-
played slightly higher elastic stiffness than connec-
 13
tion without energy dissipating bar. The hysteretic 
loops caused by the bars were also presented. Higher 
initial post-tensioning force leads to higher decom-
pression moment and consequently shifts the hyster-
etic loop away from the origin as indicated in Fig. 
2(b). Energy dissipating bar with greater 
cross-sectional area results in larger hysteretic loop 
and enhances the energy dissipation ability, which is 
shown in Fig. 2(c). The effect of the number of the 
post-tensioning strands is shown in Fig. 2(d). With 
more amount of the strands, connection developed 
higher post-yielding stiffness and ultimate connection 
moment. 
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Fig. 2 Force-displacement relations 
Experimental Results  
Six specimens were fabricated as planned in Ta-
ble 1. Fig. 3 presents the test setup that the column 
height was 3480 mm and the distance between the 
beam ends was 6000 mm. Each specimen was tested 
by applying incremental displacement at the beam 
ends. 
 
 
Fig. 3 The test setup 
 
Fig. 4 shows the force-displacement response 
along with the story drift-normalized moment rela-
tions. The response characterizes re-centering, de-
compression, yielding of the energy dissipating bars. 
No yielding of the beam and the column was ob-
served during the testing except at 5% rad story drift. 
The role of the steel bars on the energy dissipation 
was demonstrated in the hysteretic loops. Specimen 
S1-4 developed a maximum connection moment of 
85% of the beam plastic capacity at the cycle of 5% 
rad story drift. The predicted force-displacement 
curves are also included in the figures. Good agree-
ment between the experimental and predicted results 
has been achieved. 
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(c)        (d) 
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Fig. 4 Force-displacement response of specimens 
Summary 
The hysteretic behavior of post-tensioned steel 
beam-to-CFT column connections with energy dissi-
pating bars has been investigated analytically and 
experimentally. Experimental results demonstrated 
that the connections possess self-centering and energy 
dissipation characteristics while the beam and the 
column remain elastic. Further, analytical predictions 
correlated well with the experimental results. 
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Introduction 
This study focuses on the earthquake-resistant 
behavior of the connections for pre-stressed steel 
beams and CFT columns with energy dissipation 
elements.  The proposed design utilizes steel cables 
through the steel beam to add pre-stress on it to 
eliminate the residual deformation of the steel beam 
after an earthquake.  Besides, applying energy 
dissipation elements on beam-to-column 
connections can limit the damage within the 
elements, avoid significant damage, and make 
structure repair easier.  A mechanical model is 
established and a series of experiments were 
performed on the beam-to-column connections to 
investigate their earthquake-resistant behavior. 
Experimental Setup 
Schematic diagram of the connection is showed 
as Figure 1.  The column is 400 × 400 mm square 
cross section steel tube having thickness of 10 mm.  
The rectangular steel tube is made of A572 (Grade 
50) steel and filled with concrete.  The beams of 
specimen are made of H-shaped A36 steel with 
cross section of H500×200×10×16 mm.  The end of 
each beam is welded to an end plate, which is 
extended with two X-shaped dampers above the top 
beam flange and below the bottom beam flange, 
respectively. Four holes are drilled in the end plate 
and four compatible pipe sleeves are also imbedded 
in the concrete-fill steel tubes so that 16 steel 
strands with post-tension can pass through the holes 
and pipe sleeves and mount at the mid-points of the 
pair of the beams.  There are three sets of 
energy-dissipation beam-to-column connection 
testing specimens.  The design of specimens is 
listed in Table 1.  Among the three specimens, the 
thicknesses of the end plates and X-shaped dampers 
are 20 and 25 cm; the widths of the X-shaped 
dampers are 20 and 30 cm; and the heights of the 
X-shaped dampers are 15 and 20 cm.  The 
cruciform specimen was mounted on the testing 
frame as shown in Figure 2.  After erecting, cyclic 
loading is applied to the specimens. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of connection 
 
Table 1. Design of specimens 
Dimension of dissipating plate 
Thickness Width Height 
Initial post 
tension force Specimen 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (KN) 
PBCCb30h20 25 30 20 
b
p
d
M0.3*2
 
=870 
PBCCb30h15 20 30 15 
b
p
d
M0.4*2
=1160 
PBCCb20h15 20 20 15 
b
p
d
M0.3*2
=870 
 
 
Figure 2. Specimen and Testing frame 
 15 
 
Experimental Results 
For the specimen PBCCb30h20, the beam 
flange began to yield when the drift ratio reached 
4%.  For the specimen PBCCb30h15, the beam 
flange began to yield when the drift ratio reached 
3%.  When the drift ratio reached 6%, the beam 
flange buckled.  For the specimen PBCCb20h15, 
the beam flange began to yield when the drift ratio 
reached 3%.  When the drift ratio reached 6%, one 
of the bolts was broken.  Figs. 3 to 5 show the 
hysteretic loop of the shear at beam midpoints and 
the story drift ratio of the three specimens.  For all 
specimens, the panel zone and column did not yield 
and the energy was dissipated through the yielding 
of the X-shaped dampers.  
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Figure 3. Relationship between loading and angular 
displacement for specimen PBCCb30h20 
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Figure 4. Relationship between loading and angular 
displacement for specimen PBCCb30h15 
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Figure 5. Relationship between loading and angular 
displacement for specimen PBCCb20h15 
Summary 
The design proposed in this paper utilizes steel 
cables through the steel beam to add pre-stress on it.  
The X-shaped dampers at the end plate had good 
energy dissipation performance.  The end plate 
made structure easy to repair after an earthquake; 
even no repair is necessary after small earthquakes.  
The experimental results indicate that the stiffness, 
strength, ductility and energy dissipation mechanism 
of the connection have superior earthquake 
resistance.  Even though the story drift ratio 
reaches 6%, the structure still stands.  The seismic 
performance exceeds those specified in seismic 
design codes of Taiwan and U.S. 
In general, the energy-dissipation connection 
has excellent seismic resistance, and this structural 
system can perform well as expected and be put into 
practice. 
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Introduction 
This paper outlines the design of an energy dissipation 
(ED) device for a self-centering moment resisting frame 
(SC-MRF) steel connection.  Criteria used to evaluate 
this ED device include effective energy dissipation, 
device constructability, and life-cycle and maintenance 
characteristics.   
 
The bottom flange friction device (BFFD) is chosen for 
more in-depth analysis and experimentation due to its 
simplicity of construction and installation and good 
energy dissipation characteristics.  A schematic of the 
BFFD is shown in Fig. 1.  The BFFD consists of a 
vertically oriented slotted plate shop welded to the 
bottom beam flange cover plate as well as two outer 
“angles” field bolted to the column.  Sandwiched 
between the two outer angles are brass friction plates on 
both sides of the beam plate.  High strength bolts with 
disc spring washers provide the normal force, 
compressing the entire assembly together. Belleville disc 
spring washers were used in the work by Petty (1999) 
and Morgen et al. (2004) and are recommended here.   
 
The BFFD is delivered to the site attached to the 
beam/cover plate, and is used during erection of the 
beam, prior to the post-tensioning operation.  Since the 
device is located on the bottom flange only, there is no 
interference with the composite slab. 
 
 
Beam Column Post-Tensioning
BFFD 
(a) 
(b) Friction Bolts with 
Belleville Washers 
Slotted Plate Welded 
to Beam Cover Plate 
“Angle” Bolted 
to Column 
Brass Friction 
Plates 
 
Fig. 1.  Schematic elevation: (a) one floor of a frame 
with BFFD’s and (b) BFFD details 
 
 
Previous Research 
Prior work by Garlock et al. (2002 and 2005) and Ricles 
et al. (2002) demonstrates that moment resisting frames 
(MRF’s) with post-tensioning (PT) have the potential to 
eliminate damage and maintain self-centering capability 
under significant earthquake motion. In addition, the 
effectiveness of friction devices has been shown for both 
precast concrete post-tensioned MRF’s by Morgen et al. 
(2004) and steel SC-MRF’s by Rojas et al. (2003 and 
2005). 
 
Moment Capacity 
As the structure experiences earthquake motion and 
decompression of the post-tensioning occurs, top and 
bottom gap openings result as the beam rotates about two 
center-of-rotation points through an angle, θr as shown in 
Fig. 2.  As a result of placing this device on the bottom 
flange to avoid interference with the composite slab, the 
radial distances from these two center-of-rotation points 
are different and consequently result in two distinct 
friction device moment values, MFf+ and MFf-.  For the 
BFFD, |MFf+| > |MFf-|. 
 
 θr
  COR + 
 (a)    (b) 
      r + 
   r - 
      θr 
  Ff          Ff 
   COR -
MFf+
      MFf-
 
Fig. 2.  Gap opening: (a) positive center-of-rotation 
and (b) negative center of rotation.  Note the post-
tensioning is not shown in this figure for clarity. 
Energy Dissipation 
As a result of the distinct moment values described 
above, the hysteretic behavior of the device is un-
symmetric as shown in the connection moment-relative 
rotation (M-θr) behavior in Fig. 3.  It is noted that for a 
two-sided connection, the overall M-θr behavior would 
be symmetric.  In this figure, MPT is the moment capacity 
due to the post-tensioning and MFf+ and MFf- are the 
positive and negative moment capacity due to the friction 
device, respectively.   
 
The effective energy dissipation ratio, βE can be 
calculated as the average of the βE values for the positive 
and negative regions. For each region the energy 
dissipation ratio is defined as the ratio of the actual 
energy dissipation to the energy dissipated by an elastic-
perfectly plastic device with the same strength. In 
simplified form:  
 
−+
−+
+= /
/
FfPT
Ff
E MM
Mβ  (1) 
 
 
    MFf+ 
    MFf- 
      M 
       θr 
 MPT 
    MFf+ 
   MPT 
MFf- 
 
Fig. 3. Theoretical un-symmetric hysteresis loop for a 
single BFFD. 
Constructability 
The goal of this research is to develop a device that is 
relatively low in cost and that can be fabricated by a 
conventional structural steel subcontractor.  While a 
detailed cost analysis was not performed in this study, by 
not requiring specialty contractors or suppliers in the 
fabrication and erection of the BFFD device, the cost and 
schedule impacts can be minimized.   
 
In order to determine the required slot size for the beam 
plate, it is necessary to examine the movement of the 
plate with respect to the stationary position of the friction 
bolts.  As shown in Fig. 4, the slot in the plate needs to 
accommodate both the positive and negative center of 
rotation points.  An oversized slot that accommodates 
both COR’s is utilized for ease of fabrication.   
 
Slot to Accommodate
Both Positions
COR+ Position
COR- Position
Final Over-Sized Slot
Original Position
 
Fig. 4. Determination of the required slot size for the 
beam plate. 
 
Life-Cycle/Maintenance 
The life-cycle/maintenance characteristics of the device 
are considered critical.  The possibility of long-term 
maintenance requirements is present with other energy 
dissipation devices (e.g., fluid, elastomeric or viscoelastic 
devices), while friction devices can basically be 
maintenance free.  Hysteretic energy dissipating devices 
in the form of top and bottom seat angles have the 
potential for low-cycle fatigue issues as shown by 
Garlock et al. (2002 and 2005 ) and Ricles et al. (2001 
and 2002).  In addition, by their nature yielding devices 
would have components that require replacing after an 
earthquake event and the possibility of permanent offset.  
Also, if any maintenance was required on the BFFD, 
direct access through the ceiling below can be made with 
an access panel.  
 
Basis for Design 
In order to determine the BFFD design relative rotation 
values (θr), connection rotation data for several Design 
Basis Earthquake (DBE) and Maximum Considered 
Earthquake (MCE) motions analyzed by Rojas et al. 
(2003) are examined.  A log normal distribution is used 
to determine the probability of exceedance (POE) of θr 
for the DBE and MCE.  During the DBE and MCE, the 
POE of 3.5% rotation is less than 0.01 and 0.25, 
respectively.  Therefore, a value of θr equal to 3.5% is 
selected as the BFFD design value. 
 
In addition, Petty (1999) showed that a coefficient of 
friction of 0.4 was a practical value for brass on steel.  
An over-strength factor of 1.2 associated with the friction 
force is utilized in the design of the BFFD components. 
 
Also, a target value for βE equal to 25% is set for the 
BFFD.  In order to achieve this value, the post-tensioning 
moment, MPT, is set equal to 40% of the plastic moment 
capacity, Mpn, of the floor beam section to where the 
device is located.  Also, the positive friction moment, 
MFf+ is set to 25% of Mpn. 
 
Limit State Design 
Under the DBE and MCE ground motion (θr ≤ 3.5%) no 
failure of the BFFD is to occur.  In the range of rotation 
3.5% > θr ≤ 6%, bearing (or “bottoming out”) of some 
friction bolts is allowed thus reducing the moment 
capacity due to friction, MFf+/-.  Under this scenario, the 
device would perform in a limited capacity.  If θr exceeds 
6%, bearing of all friction bolts would occur.  The device 
is designed so that failure of the friction bolts in shear 
(i.e. bearing of bolts) does not occur prior to failure of 
the column “angles.”  The goal is to maintain the friction 
force and concentrate any damage to the column “angles” 
which are relatively easy to replace.  
 
Conclusions 
During the summer of 2005, a 3/5 scale BFFD prototype 
will be experimentally tested at Lehigh University.  The 
full scale device is designed to accommodate a 
W36X300 beam specimen.  The calculated moment-
relative rotation (M-θr) relationship is shown in Fig. 5, 
and the predicted behavior of the BFFD indicates an 
average energy dissipation value βE of 25%.  During the 
testing, the various limit states as previously described 
will be tested, as well as fabrication and installation 
errors (e.g., friction bolt missing, bolts not tensioned 
properly or device misalignment).  Finally, a limit state 
design procedure will be presented for the BFFD. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Calculated moment-relative rotation (M-θr) 
relationship. 
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Introduction 
As an alternative to the steel welded moment 
connections, researchers (Ricles et al. 2001, 
Christopoulos et al. 2002) have developed 
self-centering steel moment connections with seat 
angles and round bars for energy dissipation.  
Damage was limited to the energy dissipating devices 
and no damage of the beam or column was reported.  
The potential failure modes of the steel beam under 
both post-tensioning and flexural loadings have not 
been identified.   
This project aims to investigate experimentally 
the behavior of nine full-scale subassemblies and to 
perform a correlation study with a general-purpose 
nonlinear finite element analysis program (ABAQUS 
2003).  Each subassembly included two steel beams 
and a column, which were post-tensioned by 
high-strength strands as shown in Fig. 1.  Specimens 
1-4 had a concrete-filled-tube column (350×350×9) 
and two steel beams (W450×200×9×14).  Specimens 
5-9 had a reinforced concrete column (650×650) and 
two steel beams (W500×200×10×16).  Reduced 
Flange Plate (RFP) was either shop-welded or 
embedded to the column and bolted outside the beam 
flange to dissipate energy under cyclic loading.  A 
cover plate was positioned outside the RFP to prevent 
the RFP from buckling under compression. 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Proposed Post-tensioned Connection 
Self-Centering Connection Behavior 
The self-centering connection has the same behavior 
as the welded moment connection prior to gap 
opening between the beam-column interface.  
Decompression starts at step 1 in Fig. 2; the 
corresponding moment can be calculated as  
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where Es is the elastic modulus of the steel; εf is the 
initial compressive strain in the beam end; tR is the 
thickness of the RFP; dt is the sum of the beam depth 
and the thickness of the flange reinforcing plates; du 
is the distance between the upper strand and the top 
flange reinforcing plate, and dl is the distance 
between the lower strand and the top flange 
reinforcing plate.  Prior to decompression, the 
post-tensioning forces, Tu,in and Tl,in, in the upper and 
lower strands do not change noticeably from the 
initial value, Tin.  The tension force, TR, and the 
compression force, CR, in the RFPs are determined 
based on the initial shortening (Chou et al. 2004).  
Following decompression, the RFP yields in tension 
at step 2.  Unloading occurs at step 3, and the RFP 
dissipates energy between steps 4 and 5.   
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Fig. 2 Moment - Gap Opening Angle Relationship 
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Experimental Results 
Incorporating RFPs increased not only the moment 
but also the energy dissipation.  Fig. 3 shows the 
relationship between the beam tip deflection and the 
moment for Specimen 3.  The beam-column 
interface did not open until an interstory drift of 1%.  
The small residual deformation, at an interstory drift 
of 3%, was caused by beam flange yielding at the 
termination of the flange reinforcing plate.  The 
moment and energy dissipation were higher before an 
interstory drift of 4%, because the buckling of RFPs 
was delayed by using the cover plate.  Buckling of 
the beam flanges and web, as shown in Fig. 4, was 
observed at an interstory drift of 5%, resulting in 
large residual deformation and loss of load-carrying 
capacity.  
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Fig. 3 Moment versus Beam Deflection Relationship 
 
 
Fig. 4 Beam Buckling 
Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis   
Specimen 1 was modeled with the nonlinear finite 
element analysis program ABAQUS (2003) to study 
the behavior of the steel beam under combined 
post-tensioning and flexural loadings.  The steel 
beams and flange reinforcing plates were modeled 
using four-node shell elements, S4R.  The steel tube 
and concrete infill were modeled with eight-node 
solid elements, C3D8R; full composite action 
between the steel and concrete was assumed.  The 
bearing plates and strands were modeled using the 
eight-node solid elements.  Interaction between the 
bearing plate and the steel tube was modeled with 
hard and rough contact behavior, allowing separation 
of the interface in tension and no penetration of that 
in compression.  The prediction agrees well the 
experimental results, as shown in Fig. 5.  Fig. 6 
shows the longitudinal stress contour in the 
subassembly after the beam-column interface opens; 
the region on the tension side of the beam has almost 
zero stress because of the combination of 
post-tensioning and flexural loadings. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison between Test and Prediction  
 
Fig. 6 Longitudinal Stress Contour (2% Drift) 
Conclusions  
The subassembly can self-center after large 
deformation as long as no buckling occurs in the 
beam. Nonlinear finite element analysis reasonably 
predicts the response of the self-centering connection.  
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Introduction 
Self-centering moment resistant frame (SC-MRF) 
systems have the potential to eliminate structural 
damage due to earthquakes.  Numerical and 
experimental studies have demonstrated the viability 
of steel SC-MRFs and, in particular, the performance 
of the beam-column connections [Garlock, 2002; 
Garlock et al. 2005]. These studies assumed columns 
that were continuous at ground level, extending into a 
basement, and able to develop their full plastic 
moment capacity.  While these SC-MRFs 
demonstrated the ability to return to their original 
vertical positions, or self-center, the yielded column 
bases may be considered to be damaged.  This study 
explores the use of post-tensioning as a potential 
solution for self-centering, damage-free column bases 
for SC-MRFs, as shown in Fig. 1.  Non-linear 
dynamic analyses are used to evaluate various levels 
of post-tensioning and the addition of energy 
dissipating devices. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic of large scale test of SC-MRF with 
self-centering column base [Sause, et al., 2004]. 
 
Self-Centering Column Base Modeling 
This study is based on a 4-bay, 6-story post-tensioned 
steel frame used in previous research by Garlock 
[2002].   The DRAIN-2DX model used for analysis 
includes a leaning column representing the gravity 
frames, as well as spring and link elements 
representing the collector beams, as shown in Fig. 2.  
Springs at the column base represent the rotational 
stiffness at the ground level, provided by the 
continuous columns into the basement and the grade 
beams. This model is referred to as the “original 
model.” 
Column# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5  
Fig. 2: Model of 4-bay, 6-story SC-MRF with 
“original” column bases [Garlock, 2002] 
 
For the self-centering, post-tensioned column bases, 
the grade beams and basement columns are modeled 
explicitly.  The post-tensioning strands are assumed 
to start at ground level and continue into the 
basement, as shown in Fig. 3.   Gap-opening in the 
column bases occurs at the top of the grade beam.  
This configuration was chosen because preliminary 
analyses, with strands in the 1st story, resulted in 
column shortening and reduction in post-tension force 
in a frame subjected to a ground motion.   
 
The columns, gap-opening elements, and post-tension 
strands are modeled as by Garlock [2002]. The 
moment-rotation response is as shown in Fig. 3. For 
these analyses, it is assumed that shear is adequately 
resisted by keeper elements.  When considered, 
fictitious energy dissipating devices, in the form of 
truss elements with bilinear force-deformation 
response, are placed at the column flanges. 
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Fig. 3: (Left) Schematic of post-tensioned column 
base with strands extending into the basement; (right) 
moment-rotation response. 
 
Level of Post-Tensioning 
A few levels of post-tensioning are considered 
initially.  The resulting decompression moments 
correspond to roughly 25%, 50% and 75% of the 
nominal yield moment of the column.  Analysis has 
shown that the column bases will not decompress 
under wind loads.  
 
Responses to the Kobe design basis earthquake 
(DBE) demonstrate that the level of post-tensioning 
at the column base has little effect on the maximum 
interstory drift response.  A larger post-tension force 
does reduce the residual drift, but these drift values 
are acceptable for all levels of post-tensioning.  
Furthermore, yielding occurs at the tops of the 1st 
story columns regardless of the post-tension force.   
Based on these results, the decision was made to use 
the post-tension force corresponding to a column base 
decompression moment of approximately 25% of the 
yield moment of the column.  
 
Response to Design Basis Earthquakes  
A number of column base configurations are 
analyzed for six different DBE.  The configurations 
include: (a) post-tensioning only, (b) post-tensioning 
with energy dissipating devices (Fig. 4), (c) 
theoretically-pinned bases, and (d) the original model.   
 
Fig. 4: Moment-rotation response for the post-
tensioned column base with energy dissipating 
devices. 
 
The responses to the DBE are evaluated with respect 
to maximum interstory drift, residual drift, and 
yielding in the columns.  Overall, configuration (b), 
the post-tensioned (PT) column bases with energy 
dissipating devices, performs the best, with the least 
interstory drift, 0.037 radians maximum in the 1st 
story, and the least residual drift (Fig. 5).  A residual 
drift limit is set at 0.002 radians, deemed an 
acceptable out-of-plumb value. Configurations (a) 
and (d) also produce acceptable values of residual 
drift. 
 
While yielding still occurs in the columns, the 
demand is significantly less for configuration (b) than 
for others in most cases, and comparable to the 
demand for configuration (a) in some cases.  A graph 
of maximum strain normalized to yield strain, ε / εy, 
demonstrates this effect of the energy dissipating 
devices (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5: Residual drift for PT column bases with 
energy dissipating devices. 
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Fig. 6: Normalized maximum strain in the 1st story 
columns for each configuration, response to Loma 
Prieta DBE. 
 
Conclusions  
The results shown here suggest that, considering 
strains and residual drift, a PT column base with 
energy dissipating devices may be the best option for 
an SC-MRF.  The recommended level of post-
tensioning results in a decompression moment of 
approximately 25% of the column yield moment.   
 
Continued work on the PT column bases includes 
design and detailing of the anchorages for the post-
tensioning strands, the energy dissipating devices, 
and the keeper elements for resisting shear demands. 
Development of these details will demonstrate if the 
PT column base with energy dissipating devices (b) is 
a viable option, or if a column base with post-
tensioning only (a) is preferred.  Experimental 
validation and analyses of response to maximum 
credible ground motions will also be required for 
development of PT column bases for SC-MRF. 
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Introduction 
Prestressed precast structural systems possess 
re-centering capability to reduce residual deformation 
after earthquake excitation, thus are considered 
efficient structural forms for building constructions 
[Priestly and Tao 1993]. In order to achieve adequate 
seismic performance, the connections between 
precast structural components must be adequately 
detailed. This concern is particular important for the 
column to base connection, because the base 
connection governs the effective load transmission 
mechanism. The seismic effectiveness of prestressed 
column base connection can be evaluated by two 
major parameters: the connection’s effective rigidity 
and the energy dissipation capability [Lee and Kim 
2003]. The magnitude of prestress governs the system 
stiffness, and the occurrence of connection 
decomposition, which essentially affects the ductility 
of the system. Unlike the beam-column joints, the 
energy dissipation mechanism of prestressed column 
to base connection must be designed not to hamper 
the column integrity, because the prestress will 
deteriorate the connection effectiveness if precast 
member is damaged. To accomplish this goal, an 
attempt was made in this study to adopt flexible 
material, i.e. rubber pad, as energy dissipating 
medium. System stiffness as well as energy 
dissipation capability was investigated to evaluate the 
feasibility of the design.  
Experimental program 
A set of precast reinforced concrete column and 
foundation was fabricated for testing. The specimen 
is shown in Figure 1. 
tendon
grout
coupleranchor
bolt
steel plate
column
column base
rubber
  
Figure 1 Test specimen 
Cross sectional dimensions for the column were 
650mm x 650mm. Length of the column was 
3900mm. Four ducts were embedded in the column to 
allow high strength bar installation for prestress 
application. Diameter for the high strength rods was 
36 mm. Ultimate tensile load for the rod was 1099kN. 
Dimensions for the reinforced concrete foundation 
were 2500mm(length) x 1500mm(width) x 
1000mm(height). A square pit with strengthened 
surface was set in the middle of the foundation. 
Precast column and the foundation was connected by 
the four high strength rods. In order to investigate the 
influence of prestress to the connection behavior and 
the effevtiveness of prestress-rubber-pad mechanism, 
four levels of prestress were applied to the base 
connection. The system was tested under increasing 
cyclic displacements at various frequencies. The test 
setup is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 Test setup 
Test results  
Figure 3 shows the load-displacement 
relationships for specimens with various level of 
prestress. It can be found from the figure that the 
connection reached a decompressing point when the 
tensile force induced by lateral load exceeds the 
prescribed prestress. Resistance of rubber pad 
developed when the contact surface between column 
and the foundation opened. 
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Figure 3 Load-displacement relationships for 
specimens with various level of prestress 
System stiffness 
Relationship between connection details and the 
system responses must be adequately established so 
that structural analysis model can be defined. It can 
be found from the test results that the system stiffness 
can be divided into three stages: pre-decompression 
stage, decompressed stage, and unloading stage. They 
are defined by the stages when prestressed connection 
is still intact; connection is opened, and the load 
releasing stage. Stiffness at various stages can be 
defined by the following expressions: 
Pre-decompression stage stiffness (K): 
 rcc KKK +=                 (1) 
Decompressed stage stiffness (Kd): 
 'rcbd KKK +=                (2) 
Unloading stage stiffnes (Ku): 
rubu KKK +=                  (3) 
In which 
cK  is the stiffness of column, rcK  is the 
compressive stiffness of rubber, 'rcK is the 
compressive stiffness when rubber strain exceeds 
0.025 [Yamagishi and Kawashima 2004], ruK is the 
stiffness of rubber at unloading stage, and bK  is the 
stiffness due to high strength rods. The calculated 
stiffness for specimens with or without rubber pad is 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Comparison of system stiffness  
Energy dissipation 
As mentioned above, the column must remain 
intact during the loading process to prevent 
prestress-induced deterioration in member strength. 
Furthermore, the high strength rods must also stay in 
elastic range so that connection rigidity can be 
maintained. To meet these restraints, the energy 
dissipating mechanism is governed by the added 
rubber pad. Figure 5 shows the ratio of energy 
dissipated by the rubber pad. Test results validated 
that the effect of the rubber pad in dissipating energy 
is higher when the displacement is larger. 
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Figure 5 Energy dissipation ratios 
 
Conclusions  
The study investigated the feasibility of adopting 
rubber pad in the seismic design of prestressed 
precast column to base connection. Test results show 
that the re-centering mechanisms of the connections 
were effectively sustained. The energy dissipating 
device added significant stiffness and exhibited stable 
hysteretic behavior under various magnitudes of 
prestress, which justified its applicability to the 
seismic design of prestressed column to base 
connection. 
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Introduction 
The precast and post-tensioned structures have 
the advantage of self-centering and thereby eliminate 
permanent drift and reduce the possibility of being 
demolished after an earthquake. The study of Park 
and Thompson in 1977 was the earliest research 
found using post-tensioned tendons to improve the 
seismic performance of RC structures.  However, 
self-centering was not the objective of the research in 
this stage.  Nishiyama et al. (1991) in Japan and 
Stone et al. (1995) in US tested several precast 
post-tensioned RC beam-column joints trying to 
simulate the seismic behavior of monolithic 
reinforced concrete structures.  The self-centering 
was not the objective of the research, either.  The 
first research to study self-centering effect in 
structures was done by Priestley and Tao in 1993.  
Then, self-centering effect is promoted by Ricles et al. 
(2002) and Christopoulos et al. (2002) through the 
use of steel angles and steel rods to supplement the 
insufficient energy dissipating capacity of the 
post-tensioned structures. It was proved that the 
post-tensioned building systems have steady 
responses under cyclic loading.  Starting from 2004, 
National Center for Research on Earthquake 
Engineering (NCREE) in Taiwan called for a joint 
research to investigate the seismic performance of 
post-tensioned structures. In this research, four 
post-tensioned RC beam-column connections have 
been constructed and tested.  The preliminary test 
results of three specimens are reported hereafter. 
The Specimen Design 
Three tested specimens are all interior reinforced 
beam-column connections with column 65X65cm in 
size longitudinally reinforced with 12-#11 bars, as 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 2 also shows the beam 
and column section outside panel zone.  The column 
outside panel zone was transversely reinforced with 
#4 bars spaced 15cm centers with cross ties.   And, 
beam longitudinal reinforcement consisted of 8#11 
bars. Different connection details for three specimens 
are shown in Figs. 3 to 5, respectively.  Concrete 
beams are designed to rock on the column face with 
post-tensioned tendons passing through the center of 
beam and panel zone.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The investigated parameters include rocking 
interface, energy dissipating devices and transverse 
reinforcement in the panel zone.  As shown in Figs. 
2 to 5, the energy dissipating capacity of three 
specimens relies on 4-#8 GR75 buckling restrained 
threaded bars installed on the slot of the top and 
bottom of beam.  Steel angles are used to be the 
energy dissipating devices for the fourth specimen 
(not shown in this paper).  Steel plates and #4 bars 
without cross ties spaced 15cm centers were applied 
in the panel zone to be the rocking interface and 
transverse reinforcement for specimens PC-UB-S1 
(S1) and PC-UB-S2 (S2); while plastic plates 
(Polyethylene) and #4 bars without cross ties spaced 
10cm centers for specimen PC-UB-P (P), respectively. 
The only difference in specimens S1 and S2 is 
continuous steel plates installed on column face as 
rocking base for specimen S1 but separate steel plates 
on column face for specimen S2 as shown in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 1 Graph showing tested specimens 
Fig. 2 Graph showing column and beam section 
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Fig. 3 Graph showing connection details for 
specimens PC-UB-S1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The concrete strength for columns and beams is 
43.5 MPa on average and yield strengths of rebar are 
490 MPa, 420 MPa and 527 MPa for #11 (GR60), #4 
(GR60) and #8 (GR75) bars, respectively. 
 
Experimental Setup and Results  
Fig. 6 shows the test apparatus. Hydraulic 
actuator at each beam tip applied the cyclic load with 
displacement control in the form of triangular waves 
with at least two cycles at each drift increment: 
0.375%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%.  
Displacement rate for all cycles was set to be constant 
as 1.875mm/sec. Two LVDT transducers were 
installed at the top and bottom of beam to measure 
the opening of beam relative to column. Two diagonal 
π gauges installed in the connections could measure 
the shear distortion in the panel zone.  In addition, 
inclinometers are also installed to measure the 
column rotations.  Consequently, beam flexural 
deformations could be calculated by subtracting the 
deformations due to the shear distortion in the panel 
zone, column flexure and opening of beam from the 
total deformations measured at the beam tip. 
Fig. 6 Graph showing test apparatus 
 
Visual observation shows that specimens S1 and 
S2 with insufficient hoops in the panel zone were all 
failed due to the panel shear as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
Apparently, 20cm thick steel plates on the column 
face did not help to resist the panel shear either. 
While the panel zone of specimen P remained elastic 
during test but specimen failed due to the spalling of 
concrete cover in the beam end as shown in Fig. 9.  
It revealed that plastic rocking interface at beam end 
could not protect the cover concrete from crushing 
due to the high contact stress built-up during rocking 
of beams on column face.  However, tighter spacing 
of hoops in the panel zone did prevent the shear 
failure. 
Fig. 7 Photo showing shear failure in the panel zone 
after the collusion of test for specimen PC-UB-S1 
 
Fig. 8 Photo showing shear failure in the panel zone 
after the collusion of test for specimen PC-UB-S2 
Fig. 4 Graph showing connection details for 
specimen PC-UB-S2 
Fig. 5 Graph showing connection details for 
specimen PC-UB-P 
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Fig. 9 Photo showing damage after the collusion of 
test for specimen PC-UB-P 
 
Hysteretic loops for all specimens were shown in 
Fig. 10.  It can be seen that self-centering effect was 
achieved for the test of specimen P but only up to 2% 
drift of loading cycles for the test of specimens S1 
and S2.  The bilinear relation of force-displacement 
relations exhibited only in the first 2% drift and half 
of 3% drift of loading cycles for all specimens.  At 
3% drift, strength reached maximum as 330kN, 
354kN and 228kN for specimens S1, S2 and P 
respectively.  After that, specimens failed due to 
panel shear or cover concrete crush, and then 
strengths of specimens gradually deteriorated.  It 
also can be seen from the hysteretic loops that energy 
dissipating capacity of buckling restrained threaded 
bars (GR75#8) is satisfactory. However, the force 
induced in the threaded bars resulting in larger panel 
shear in the panel zone is its disadvantage. 
 
Summary  
Based on the experimental results of the three 
tests, conclusions can be drawn as what follows: 
1. Insufficient transverse reinforcement resulted in 
shear failure in the panel zone of specimens with 
steel interface.  Apparently, 20mm thick steel 
plates on the column face could not help to resist 
the panel shear either. 
2. Low elastic modulus in plastic plates could not 
prevent the concrete crushing in the corner of 
beam end due to the high contact stress built-up 
during the beam rocking on column face.  On the 
other hand, steel plates and angles at the interface 
may protect the cover concrete at the beam end. 
3. Hysteretic loops of specimens show that 
energy-dissipating capacity of the bucking 
restrained steel bars is satisfactory. However, the 
force induced in the threaded bars resulting in 
larger panel shear in the panel zone is its 
disadvantage. 
4. It is believed that self-centering effects may be 
achieved for post-tensioned reinforced concrete 
structures, if the connection region is carefully 
detailed. 
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Fig. 10 Hysteretic loops for all specimens 
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Introduction 
Steel concentrically-braced frames (CBFs) have a 
high elastic lateral stiffness. However, under 
earthquake loading they have limited ductility due to 
cyclic brace buckling. An exception to this is a CBF 
with buckling-restrained braces, referred to as a 
buckling restrained braced frame, BRBF [Fahnestock 
et al. 2003]. Both BRBFs and CBFs develop damage 
under the design earthquake. Previous research on 
self-centering unbonded post-tensioned (PT) precast 
wall systems [Kurama et al. 2002], frames with 
inclined and vertically-oriented, draped PT tendon 
systems [Pekcan et al. 2000], and steel moment 
resisting frames (MRFs) with PT connections [Ricles 
et al., 2001, 2002; Garlock et al., 2005, and Rojas et 
al. 2005] suggest that self-centering (SC) concepts 
can be applied to CBFs, resulting in a SC-CBF that 
would have the large initial stiffness and drift-control 
features of a conventional CBF, as well as the 
exceptional ductility capacity and structural damage-
free behavior of self-centering systems.  
 A SC-CBF concept is being developed in 
conjunction with an ongoing NEES research project 
Sause et al. [2004] at Lehigh University. Fig.1 shows 
the prototype SC-CBF system for a 6-story office 
building located in Los Angeles on a firm soil site. 
Four SC-CBFs are placed in each direction to resist 
lateral forces as shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows a 
prototype SC-CBF, SC-CBF-a, where the columns 
are post-tensioned with PT bars that extend from the 
footings under the columns to the roof. The gravity 
loads, g (equal to 1.0 times the dead load plus 0.25 
times the live load in this study), and the initial PT 
force, P0, precompress the column base against the 
foundation. When the column base decompresses and 
uplifts from the footing due to overturning moment 
from lateral earthquake loading, the PT bars develop 
an additional force P∆ due to their elongation. An 
energy dissipation (ED) element (here, assumed to be 
rigid-plastic) is designed to engage as the column 
uplifts, producing a force, FED. Fig. 1(c) illustrates the 
gap-opening behavior with uplift of the tension 
column occurring.  
 
Base Shear-Roof Drift Response 
Fig. 2 shows the base shear V (normalized by Vdes), 
versus roof drift (θroof) static pushover behavior of 
SC-CBF-a under the equivalent lateral force profile 
specified in the 2000 International Building Code 
[ICC 2000], assuming no ED element is present. The 
PT bars are assumed to be high strength steel, with an 
ultimate strength of 1105 MPa and a yield strength of 
830 MPa. The level of initial post tension force, P0, is 
20% of the PT bar ultimate strength, Pu. Two limit 
states are identified in Fig. 2. The first limit state is 
the decompression (uplift) of the column, while the 
second is the PT bar yielding. As shown in Fig. 2, 
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Fig. 1: SC-CBF prototype  
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Fig. 2: Base shear-roof drift response, SC-CBF-a
2nd limit state:
PT bar yielding1st limit state: 
decompression 
SC-CBF-a has limited drift capacity because the PT 
bars yield at a relatively small roof drift (1.4%). 
Fig. 3 shows another SC-CBF configuration, SC-
CBF-b. In Fig. 3, the PT-bars are located in the 
middle of the bay, extending from the foundation to 
the roof. For SC-CBF-b the roof drift at PT bar 
yielding, θy, is doubled because the PT bar elongation 
is reduced by a factor of 2 compared to that of SC-
CBF-a. Fig. 4 shows the V-θroof response of SC-CBF-
b under the equivalent lateral forces, assuming no ED 
elements are present. In Fig. 4 four levels of P0 are 
considered (with the PT bars initially snug), where 
P0/Pu=0, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5. For all four cases, θy is 
significantly increased compared to that of SC-CBF-a 
(see Fig. 2). As P0/Pu increases, the base shear at 
decompression, Vdec, increases, but θy decreases. The 
level of P0/Pu does not affect the base shear Vy at PT 
bar yielding. 
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Fig. 4: Base shear-roof drift response, SC-CBF-b  
 
 
 
The V-θroof response is also affected by the number of 
PT bars, as shown in Fig. 5 where the V-θroof 
response for SC-CBF-b with 12, 24, and 36 PT bars 
and a constant value for P0/Pu equal to 0.2 is given. 
As more PT bars are used, Vy and θy increase, but 
Vdec and θdec do not change. Up to decompression, the 
overturning moment due to the applied lateral forces 
is resisted by g and P0. Since P0 is constant for all 
cases shown in Fig. 5 the behavior is similar up to 
decompression.  
 
Member Section Size and Force Demand 
Fig. 6 shows the member section sizes for SC-CBF-a 
with 12 PT bars, and SC-CBF-b with 12 and 24 PT 
bars. The beams and brace sizes below the 5th floor 
are similar in both SC-CBFs. SC-CBF-b requires 
larger columns, as well as a larger 5th floor beam and 
6th story braces. The increase in the number of PT 
bars in SC-CBF-b requires larger columns, as well as 
5th and 6th floor beams, and 6th floor braces (see Fig. 
6(b) and (c)). The member sections shown in Fig. 6 
for all SC-CBFs are much smaller than those used in 
conventional steel MRFs. 
The column axial force demands at the two limit 
states for both SC-CBFs are shown in Fig. 7. The 
columns (with the member section sizes given in Fig. 
6) are designed to remain elastic up to PT bar 
yielding. The column force demands in both CBFs 
are similar up to the first limit state (decompression). 
After decompression, the increase in lateral force is 
resisted by an increase in PT force, P∆. For SC-CBF-
a, P0+P∆ is acting on the left column gridline when the 
lateral forces are applied from right to left as shown 
in Fig. 7, and P0+P∆ increases the column axial 
compression force demand in the upper-story left-
hand columns. The reaction at the overturning point 
O in Fig. 7 increases the column axial compression 
force demands in the lower-story right-hand columns. 
For SC-CBF-b, P0+P∆ is acting in the middle of the 
bay and transfers to the 6th story braces and to the left 
and right columns below the 5th floor. The 
compression forces due to P0+P∆ and the reaction at 
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the overturning point O results in a significant axial 
compression force demand in the lower-story right-
hand columns. Consequently, following 
decompression the maximum column axial force 
demand for SC-CBF-b becomes larger than that of 
SC-CBF-a.  
 
Energy Dissipation (ED) Element 
Previous studies of SC systems without ED elements 
[El-Sheikh et al. 1999; Kurama et al. 1999, 2002] 
show that story drift demand under earthquakes will 
exceed those for conventional earthquake-resistant 
systems by 30 to 50%. In this study, ED elements are 
used to increase structural damping, resulting in a 
decrease in the story drift demand. The ED elements 
are assumed to be placed between the foundation and 
the first story beam-column connections. Assuming 
rigid-plastic force-deformation behavior for the ED 
elements, the hysteretic behavior of SC-CBF-a and 
SC-CBF-b (with the member sections shown in Fig. 
6) under a half cycle of the equivalent lateral forces 
are shown in Fig. 8 up to the story drift θy for each 
frame. In Fig. 8 βE is the hysteretic energy dissipation 
ratio (defined as the ratio of the energy dissipated by 
the SC-CBF in one symmetric displacement cycle to 
the energy dissipated by a bilinear elastic-plastic 
structural system with the same strength under the 
same symmetric displacement cycle). A value for βE 
equal to 0.5 is the limit for self-centering behavior 
(i.e., beyond 0.5, the system will not self center). A 
value for βE equal to 0.4 is used to obtain a high level 
of hysteretic energy dissipation with self-centering 
behavior. Based on the selected value of βE, FED is 
determined. Fig. 8 shows a more preferable hysteretic 
behavior for SC-CBF-b, which has a larger drift 
capacity than SC-CBF-a up to θy.  
 
Conclusions 
Innovative steel SC-CBFs are being developed in the 
ongoing NEES research project on self-centering 
steel frame systems at Lehigh University. The V-θroof 
response of SC-CBFs depends mainly on the initial 
PT force, number of PT bars, location of PT bars, and 
additional damping force introduced by energy 
dissipation elements. From the study, it is concluded 
that with the proper consideration of these factors, 
SC-CBFs can be designed to have the large initial 
stiffness and drift-control features of a conventional 
CBF, with the exceptional ductility capacity and 
structural damage-free behavior of a self-centering 
system.  
To further assess the SC-CBF concept and design 
procedures, rigorous nonlinear time history analyses 
are being conducted. In addition, large scale 
experimental tests for SC-CBFs will subsequently be 
conducted.   
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Introduction 
In this research, four reinforced concrete 
specimens with or without energy dissipating devices 
were tested to study the energy dissipating capacity 
and the damage of concrete. Two exterior joint 
specimens LPTC and HPTC used steel plates as the 
energy dissipating device. Interior joint specimen 
PTC had different lateral steel configurations for the 
left and right connected beams. Another interior joint 
specimen Hybrid PTC used partially unbonded mild 
steel bars as the energy dissipating device. 
 
Photo 1 Test setup of exterior joint specimens 
 
 
Photo 2 Test setup of interior joint specimens 
Experimental Setup 
The test setups of exterior and interior joint 
specimens are shown in Photos 1 and 2, respectively. 
The RC column dimensions were 650 × 650 mm and 
the RC beam dimensions were 500 × 600 mm. The 
spacing of lateral reinforcement #4 was 100 mm in 
the region of beam-column joint to avoid shear failure. 
The ends of columns were held with actuators to 
simulate hinge ends. The force was applied to beam 
ends under displacement control. The displacement 
followed a cyclic loading history from small drift 
levels to large drift levels. 
Specimen LPTC 
The contact area between the beam and the 
column of specimen LPTC was protected through 
steel plates with thickness 25 mm. The precast beam 
and column were connected through unbonded 
tendons with initial prestress 1500 kN. As shown in 
Fig. 1, two L type A36 steel plates located at the top 
and bottom faces using bolts fasten to the beam and 
column were used to dissipate energy. The L type 
plate has a neck region with length 180 mm and 
thickness 9 mm to absorb the deformation. To limit 
buckling of the steel plate, a cover steel plate was put 
on its top surface. 
 
edL
 
Fig. 1 Setup of L type steel plates 
Fig. 2 compares the experimental 
force-displacement relationship of specimen LPTC 
with the analytical results. This specimen performed 
good self-centering ability before the drift ratio 3% 
and good energy dissipating ability. But due to the 
sliding and buckling of the L type steel plates, the 
amount of dissipated energy was largely reduced. 
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Fig. 2 Force-displacement relationship of specimen 
LPTC 
Specimen HPTC 
Specimen HPTC was similar to specimen LPTC 
except that its length of the L type plate neck region 
was 130 mm and the initial prestress of unbonded 
tendons was 2000 kN. To prevent the sliding and 
buckling of the L type steel plates, the cover plates 
was enlarged and weld was used at the connections of 
the L type plates between the beam and column. Fig. 
3 compares the experimental force-displacement 
relationship of specimen HPTC with the analytical 
results. This specimen performed good self-centering 
ability to the drift ratio 5% and satisfactory energy 
dissipating ability. The buckling of the L type steel 
plates occurred due to the failure of the cover plates 
and the amount of dissipated energy was largely 
reduced. 
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Fig. 3 Force-displacement relationship of specimen 
HPTC 
Specimen PTC 
Specimen PTC did not use energy dissipating 
devices. The configurations of lateral reinforcement 
of the right and left beam ends were different to study 
the damage of concrete in the contact region between 
beams and the column. The ends of the right and left 
beams used hoop stirrup and spiral reinforcement, 
respectively. The initial prestress of unbonded 
tendons was 1700 kN. Fig. 4 shows the experimental 
force-displacement relationship of the right beam of 
specimen PTC. This specimen performed good 
self-centering ability to the drift ratio 6%. The contact 
surfaces between the column and both beams had 
serious damages. 
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Fig. 4 Force-displacement relationship of the right 
beam of specimen PTC 
Specimen Hybrid PTC 
Specimen Hybrid PTC used partially unbonded 
mild steel bars as energy dissipating devices. The 
initial prestress of unbonded tendons was 1100 kN. 
Fig. 5 shows the experimental force-displacement 
relationship of the right beam of specimen Hybrid 
PTC. This specimen performed good self-centering 
ability to the drift ratio 6% and reasonable energy 
dissipating ability. The contact surfaces between the 
column and both beams had serious damages. 
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Fig. 5 Force-displacement relationship of the right 
beam of specimen Hybrid PTC 
Summary  
The energy dissipating devices suggested in this 
research can be used in the unbonded post-tensioned 
precast reinforced concrete beam-column joints and 
the specimens performed good self-centering ability 
and good energy dissipating ability. The steel plates 
used to protect the contact surfaces of beam-column 
joints caused the concrete only had minor cracks. The 
steel plates used as energy dissipators need special 
cares to prevent their buckling and sliding. 
FLOOR DIAPHRAGM INTERACTION WITH SELF-
CENTERING STEEL MOMENT RESISTING FRAMES 
Maria E. Moreyra Garlock and Jie Li 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Princeton University 
 
Introduction 
Recent research has developed a family of new 
earthquake-resistant structural systems for steel 
moment frames that have the potential to eliminate 
structural damage and return to its original vertical 
position (i.e. self-center) following a major 
earthquake [Ricles 2005, Ricles et al. 2001, Garlock 
et al. 2005a].  The behavior of a self-centering 
moment resisting frame (SC-MRF) is characterized 
by gap opening (∆gap) and closing at the beam-column 
interface under earthquake loading, which causes the 
SC-MRF to expand as shown in Fig. 1b.  This 
behavior imposes new design requirements on the 
floor diaphragm design.  This study analytically 
evaluates the effects of the floor diaphragm stiffness, 
strength, and configuration on the seismic response of 
a SC-MRF.  The floor diaphragm is represented by 
collector beam elements that transmit inertial forces 
from the floor diaphragms to the SC-MRF.  Previous 
research [Garlock 2002, Garlock et al. 2005b,c] has 
studied 3 collector beams acting as a cantilever with a 
backspan as shown in Fig. 1c.  This study examines 
the effects of the collector beam strength and stiffness 
on the 3 collector beam design and compares this to 
the performance of a floor diaphragm designed with 
15 collector beams as shown in Fig. 1d.   
(a)
(b)
PT beam
collector beams
collector beams
(c)
(d)
2∆gap-2∆gap ∆gap-∆gap θr
composite slab
 
Fig. 1: SC-MRF (one floor) (a) undeformed 
configuration; (b) deformed configuration; (c) plan 
view of 3 collector beam design; (d) plan view of 15 
collector beam design. 
 
3 Collector Beam Study 
A 6-story 4-bay SC-MRF prototype office building 
[Frame A from Garlock 2002] was modeled in 
DRAIN-2DX.  The model included the interaction of 
the floor diaphragm with the SC-MRF using zero 
length spring elements that characterize the nonlinear 
force-deformation behavior of the collector beams.  
Five different models were used to study the 3 
collector beam design [Blaisdell 2004] shown in Fig. 
1c, where the shaded region represents composite 
action with the slab.  Fig. 2 shows the collector beam 
force-deformation behavior of the two collector 
beams adjacent to the center one.  The center 
collector beams have about twice the strength and 
stiffness as that shown in Fig. 2.  The nomenclature 
of each design is such that the first number represents 
the number of collector beams, the following “D” 
means that the center collector beam is a 
different/larger size, the second number represents 
the stiffness in kips/inch, and the last number 
represents the strength in kips. 
 
Fig. 2: Force-deformation behavior of the two 
collector beams adjacent to the center one in the 3 
collector beam design. 
 
The five models were subjected to a total of 12 
ground motions representing two seismic input levels; 
the design basis earthquake (DBE) and the maximum 
considered earthquake (MCE).  Results of these 
analyses indicate the following: (1) If the collector 
beam is too stiff and of limited strength, most of the 
collector beams will yield since it only takes a 
fraction of an inch for inelastic behavior to develop as 
seen in Fig. 2; (2) larger collector beam stiffness 
leads to larger axial forces in the PT frame beams, 
which can lead to the development of beam local 
buckling; (3) if the collector beam is too flexible, 
unacceptably large relative deformations develop 
between the building mass and the SC-MRF as shown 
in Fig. 3; (4) the relationship between strength (i.e. 
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yield force) and stiffness needs to be carefully 
evaluated so that a reasonable amount of relative 
rotation (θr in Fig. 1b) can develop in the connection 
without reaching the limit state of collector beam 
yielding; (5) model 3D-303-309 had the best overall 
performance; and (6) better performance can be 
achieved if more redundancy is added to the system 
(i.e. more collector beams).  
 
Fig. 3: Maximum relative displacement between the 
PT frame and the floor mass (Gilroy DBE). 
 
15 Collector Beam Study 
Using the same prototype building as the 3 collector 
beam study, the floor diaphragm was redesigned with 
15 collector beams as shown in Fig. 1d.  The stiffness 
and strength of each collector beam was 260 
kips/inch and 300 kips, respectively, and referred to 
as design 15C-260-300 (using the same nomenclature 
described previously where the “C” means that all the 
collector beams have the same stiffness and strength).  
An analytic solution to the axial force developed in 
the PT beams was developed to verify the 
computational model and for use, in the future, as a 
basis for a design procedure.  
 
The following summarizes the results of the analyses: 
(1) The analytical solution adequately estimates the 
axial force that develops in the PT beams as seen in 
Fig. 4; (2) model 15C-260-300 develops a much 
larger axial force in the PT beams than model 3D-
303-309 as seen in Fig. 4.  Consequently, the beam 
strains in model 15C-260-300 are larger than those in 
model 3D-303-309 making it more susceptible to 
beam local buckling; (2) the relative displacement 
between the PT frame and the floor mass is larger in 
model 3D-303-309; and (3) the maximum story drift 
and residual drift in the two models are about the 
same.  The 15 collector beam design (Fig. 1d) is more 
redundant than the 3 collector beam design (Fig. 1c), 
and more easily constructed.  However, model 15C-
260-300 is too stiff and needs to be revised so that the 
axial forces developed in the beams are reduced.  To 
match the beam axial forces developed by model 3C-
303-309 (which showed a reasonable level of axial 
force under the DBE and MCE ground motions) the 
15 collector beam design requires a collector beam 
stiffness in the range of 35 to 50 kips/inch, which 
when matched to a rolled section corresponds to a 
strength of about 100 kips.   
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Fig. 4: Axial force in PT beam adjacent to center 
column.  Thick lines represent static pushover results, 
thin lines represent analytical solution.  
 
Conclusions 
The results show that the floor diaphragm design 
significantly affects the seismic performance of a SC-
MRF.  The most important influences are related to 
the relative deformation that develops between the 
SC-MRF and the floor diaphragm, and the additional 
axial forces that develop in the beams (which need to 
be controlled since they influence the development of 
beam local buckling).  The 15 collector beam design 
is more advantageous in terms of constructability and 
redundancy than the 3 collector beam design.   
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Sensor Network Design for Earthquake Damage
Assessment of Steel Self-Centering Buildings
Yong Wang, Li-Shiuan Peh, Margaret Martonosi
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks have brought unprecedented capabilities to mininor and instrucment the physical world. Structure health
monitoring is one such application that shows great promises equipped with the power of networked embedded sensing. In this
paper, we present our preliminary design of a sensor-network testbed for an earthquake damage assessment (EDA) application.
We focus on the data acquisition process that collect data at a single node for centralized processing. The decision of what to
send and how much to send at each sensed point is given by the assessment algorithm. The objective of our work is to route
sampled earthquake data to the base station in an energy-efficient and reliable way.
The paper is organized as follows: we first present the problem desciptions and challenges for the design of a sensor network
for the earthquake damage assessment application. Then, we present the design of sensor nodes. Next, we show the flow of
our approach, including how we will fit data from Mark’s simulator, to design a traffic-aware routing protocol with high
performance and energy efficiency. Lastly, we report our progress on the current evaluation in Harvard Motelab, a real-world
sensor network platform.
II. FRAMEWORK
The design challenges of a sensor network for the damage assessment application is summarized as follows:
• High sampling rate (30-100Hz) and thus large amount of traffic. In a sensor network, limited radio transmission bandwidth,
the interference between transmissions and the constrained node energy make routing a very challenging task, especially
when the application is high duty-cycle and the sampling rate is in the order of tens to hundreds Hz. Suppose each sample
is represented in 1 byte. Therefore, 100 bytes of data is produced per second. Assuming a packet size of 25 bytes is used
(this is the default one in TinyOS), that corresponds to 4 packets per second. From the structure monitoring perspective,
as much as data should be route back to the base station. However, most traditional routing protocols only deal with
scenarios where the sensing task is low duty-cycle. We found empirically that when the sampling rate is 100Hz, the
default routing protocol in TinyOS fails to function as expected and the data delivery rate is less than 30% in a real-world
sensor testbed (MoteLab) [1].
• Unpredictable traffic distribution. When interesting events occur, they should have a higher priority for transmission.
However, such knowledge cannot be acquired beforehand. Therefore, the traffic distribution in the damage assessment
application is very ad hoc and unpredictable. A desirable routing protocol should deal with such scenarios and reliability
send these high-priority data back, while maintaining fairness to other flows. However, previous work in this area mainly
focus on routing with uniform traffic, i.e. all sources always have the same traffic rate.
• Unpredictable deployment environment. Since each structure has its own features and they strongly influence the behavior
of radio transmissions, a sensor network system working for one particular structure may not well for another. Therefore,
how to adaptively maintain high performance from one structure to another is a very important issue.
Therefore, the framework of our design is as follows: we will design an efficient situation-aware routing framework to
maintain high data delivery rate, low message latency and delivery fairness, in a realistic application that entails situation
adaptiveness and awareness. To fulfill this goal, we will take the following three steps:
1) We accept traffic data from a Monte-Carlo simulator that captures all important events in a earthquake. The simulator
outputs various important data that are used by the damage assessment algorithm. We need to send those data to the
base station. Therefore, the study of these data should be useful in designing an efficient and fair routing protocol for
this application.
2) We summarize and analyze these data and input them into a real-world structure-monitoring sensor network. This sensor
network (MoteLab) is deployed at Harvard University (as shown in Figure 1). It has 30 working Berkley MicaZ Nodes
deployed in a three-story building. A web interface is provided to remotely reprogram the motes for various sensing
tasks. We will design and evaluate our routing protocol based on this platform using the inputs from the Monte-Carlo
structure simulator.
Fig. 1. MoteLab
TABLE I
MOTE FEATURE COMPARISON
Feature Berkeley MicaZ Intel iMote2
CPU (MicrorController) 8bit Atmel 32bit Xscale
RAM [kB] 4 256
FLASH [kB] 128+512 32,000
Radio 802.15.4 802.15.4 (BT,802.11)
Bandwidth [kb/s] 250 250 (720/11,000)
Power C/R/T [mA] 8/20/18 40/20/18
Sensor Interface 51-pin Stackable connectors
OS TinyOS TinyOS
3) Based on this experience, we will build up our own sensor network. The details of sensor and mote selections are
discussed in the next section.
III. SENSOR DESIGN
In this section, we discuss issues related to the selection of motes. A mote is a device that is connected to the sensor and
takes responsibility of communicating between sensors and the base station, which is normally a powerful server that collects
all information transmitted from the sensors.
The most widely used wireless sensor systems are Berkeley motes [2], which are designed by UC Berkeley researchers
and Intel motes [3], which are designed by Intel Corp. They both provides two-way radio transmissions and a microprocessor
(or CPU) running the TinyOS operating system to control all sensing, communication and power scheduling tasks. Besides,
Sensametrics, Inc. [4] also develops their own wireless sensing units, especially for structure monitoring applications. Therefore,
we have three lines of wireless sensing products to choose.
The main criteria of our selections are:
• Interface with wire-line sensors.
• How many sensors does one mote support.
• Reliability. This includes both the radio reliability and the sensor node reliability. It is important to maintain reliability
of the system, especially for such emergency applications.
• Ease of deployment and programmability.
A systematic comparison of them is illustrated in Table I. Since we do not have any technical data regarding the Sensametrics
units, we leave it out from the table. We are in the middle of meeting with Sensametrics people and once we have their technique
data, we will make the decision of what specific sensing units to use.
Interface Designs. From our previous characterization, we saw that none of the off-the-shelf motes will support all the
sensors we may use in the damage assessment algorithm. Therefore, we have two designs choices regarding the interface
between sensors and motes. The schematic designs are illustrated in Figure 2.
The first design uses a multiplex layer that accept data from all sensors using serial connection or some other standard
connections (including those not supported by standard motes) and output them into the motes using the interface supported
by motes. The advantage of such a design is scalability. The disadvantage is that such a design results in a large sensing unit
that may not be easy to deploy in a realistic environment.
In the second design, we will either design a sensor broad, or use the accompanying development board of Motes, and
integrate sensors onto the board. This requires more effort but can be tailored more specifically to our needs. With this design
though, we cannot connect sensors of different interfaces to the board.
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(a) Design I. (b) Design II.
Fig. 2. Interface design.
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Introduction 
Under seismic excitation, the beam-column joint 
region is subjected to horizontal and vertical shear 
forces whose magnitudes are typically many times 
higher than those within the adjacent beams and 
columns.  If the joint shear strength is not carefully 
detailed, the beam-column joint may become the 
weak link in a chain. 
A softened strut-and-tie model (Hwang and Lee 
2002) has previously been developed for determining 
the shear strengths of reinforced concrete 
beam-column joints for seismic resistance.  This 
research examines the applicability of the previously 
proposed model to precast beam-column joint with 
unbonded tendons.  The precision of the analytical 
model is further gauged by the available experimental 
data. 
Softened Strut-and-Tie Model 
Fig. 1 shows the joint shear transferred by 
diagonal compression strut action for a precast 
beam-column joint with unbonded prestressed 
tendons.   
 
Fig. 1  Force contributing to joint shear 
The concentrated flow of stresses in the diagonal 
direction is modeled as the planar truss shown in Fig. 
2, which is composed of diagonal, horizontal, and 
vertical mechanisms (Hwang and Lee 2002).  The 
nominal diagonal compression strength dC  can be 
defined as 
strcvhd AfKKC ′−+=   ζ)1(   (1) 
where hK  and vK  are the indices of the horizontal 
and vertical ties, respectively; ζ  is the softening 
coefficient; cf ′  is the compressive strength of a 
standard concrete cylinder in units of MPa; and strA  
is the effective area of the diagonal strut. 
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Fig. 2  Strut and tie modeling of joint region 
Accuracy for the proposed procedures is gauged in 
terms of a strength ratio which is defined as the ratio 
of the measured to the computed strengths.   Failure 
is predicted when the strength ratio reaches a value of 
unity.  Figure 3 shows satisfactory results for the 
comparison of the measured and computed strengths 
(Hwang and Lee 1999 and 2000).  The average 
strength ratio for the specimens of exterior joints is 
1.20 and the coefficient of variation is 21%.   The 
average strength ratio for the specimens of interior 
joints is 1.28 and the coefficient of variation is 17%. 
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Fig. 3  Experimental verification 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
Data of the interior beam-column joint tested by 
Priestley and MacRae (1996) was selected to verify 
the proposed model.  Figure 4 shows the details and 
the maximum loads of the test unit. 
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Fig. 4  Test unit of interior subassemblage  
         （Priestley and MacRae 1996） 
The lateral force-displacement hysteresis 
response is shown in Fig. 5, and the crack patterns at 
the maximum drift of 2.8 percent is shown in Fig. 6. 
（Priestley and MacRae 1996）Cracks were well 
distributed over the joint and there was no joint 
failure (Fig. 6). 
 
Fig. 5  Lateral force-displacement response 
（Priestley and MacRae 1996） 
 
Fig. 6  Crack patterns at maximum drift 2.8 percent
（Priestley and MacRae 1996） 
The maximum horizontal joint shear of 592 kips 
was observed during tests (Priestley and MacRae 
1996).  The softened strut-and-tie model yields a 
prediction of 722 kips, which agrees well with the 
observation of no joint failure. 
A case study was performed to demonstrate the 
variation in joint shear strengths caused by various 
parameters.  The interior joint, shown in Fig. 4, was 
selected for further comparison.  The column depth 
was changed from 28 in. to 24 in., cf ′  varied from 
6.4 ksi to 4 ksi, joint hoop 
hρ  was removed, and 
the column axial load N/Agf’c was increased from 
0.05 to 0.5.  As shown in Fig. 7, joint shear strength 
is more sensitive to the reduction of column depth 
and concrete strength.  As a result, insufficient joint 
strength can be obtained [Fig. 7 (a) and (b)].  On the 
other hand, joint shear strength is less sensitive to the 
changes of joint hoop and column axial load [Fig. 7 
(c) and (d)].  However, this case study has 
demonstrated that joint shear failure is likely to occur.  
Therefore, the joint shear strength should be safely 
guarded during design. 
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Fig. 7  Parametric study on shear strength of joints 
Summary  
Based on the analytical study, the softened 
strut-and-tie model is capable of predicting the 
seismic shear strength of the precast beam-column 
joints with unbonded prestressed tendons.  A case 
study shows that joint shear failure is likely to occur.  
Therefore, the joint shear strengths of the 
post-tensioned seismic structural systems should be 
carefully designed. 
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Introduction 
Among the goals of a damage assessment algorithm 
for a structural system subjected to seismic ground 
motion are: evaluating the likelihood of attainment of 
a sequence and hierarchy of limit states (from first 
exceedance of elastic limits through localized damage 
to overall collapse); gaining insight into the behavior 
of the structure as a system, beyond what single code 
provisions indicate; estimating damage and economic 
(and other) losses; providing support for design 
decisions, in particular, for self-centering steel frame 
systems, by enabling their damage- or loss-reduction 
effectiveness to be quantified; and offering guidance 
in data acquisition planning (e.g., choosing locations 
and types of sensors, their sampling rates, etc.).  
 
Since all aspects of seismic damage prediction are 
beset by uncertainty – the likelihood of earthquakes 
occurring at a site, the details of the ground motion, 
the structure’s properties when a strong earthquake 
strikes, and the ways damage starts and propagates – 
a stochastic approach to the problem is mandatory. 
Monte Carlo simulation, paralleling an event tree or 
Markovian model of the structure’s behavior during 
earthquakes, is particularly suitable, considering the 
relative ease with which it can incorporate many 
different sources and types of uncertainty, account for 
nonlinearities in system response and behavior, and 
provide insight into the role and value of sensors to 
facilitate damage assessment or, in especially critical 
cases, provide timely warning of impending collapse. 
 
Background: Related Work at Princeton 
In recent years, assessing vulnerability of complex 
structures to progressive collapse due to blast/impact 
and fire has become an important topic of research in 
structural engineering. Since 9/11, a need is perceived 
to better understand and quantify how a fire – 
following a blast or an impact or an earthquake – may 
lead to progressive, fatal weakening of a structure. 
The inherent randomness in the initiation and spread 
of the fire defeats any attempt to address the problem 
deterministically.  Based on Monte Carlo simulation, 
a randomized fire-initiation and -spread model was 
created as part of the 2nd author’s doctoral research. 
The model starts a (blast- or impact-induced) fire at a 
random location in the structure and then follows its 
progression in space and time in a random, reality-
mimicking way. As the fire spreads, it heats some 
structural members, changing material properties. A 
1-sec time-step is used to progress the fire, while the 
structure’s condition is checked every 10 minutes; 
stresses in structural members, some fire-weakened, 
are calculated.  Any member loaded beyond capacity 
is removed from the system, and the structure is re-
checked.  Members thus failing in sequence (before 
the fire dies down) may lead to progressive collapse 
of the entire structure.  For each run of the simulation 
program, the time to collapse (following the initiating 
event) is recorded, and the process is repeated for 
another run of the program. The simulation yields the 
‘mean time to failure’ for various structural systems, 
as well as a histogram of times-to-collapse.  
 
The Banker’s Trust building at the World Trade 
Center site was chosen for a case study. It was first 
redesigned using two different structural systems: a 
moment-resisting frame with a braced core and a 
simple frame with a braced core. Along with the new 
designs, the original design, a 7-bay by 7-bay 
moment frame, was also studied. All three structural 
systems were designed to both the New York City 
wind-based building code (with only light seismic 
provisions) and the seismically stringent California 
building code. The case study demonstrated the 
effectiveness of a high degree of redundancy of the 
gravity system in enhancing reliability in a large fire. 
 
Uncertainties in Damage Assessment 
In light of the many uncertainties involved in damage 
assessment of structures under earthquake shaking, it 
is essential that the dominant random factors be 
identified, so as to limit the number of choices in a 
Monte Carlo simulation. These can be represented by 
an event tree. Continuous random variables can be 
suitably discretized. Model uncertainty, as well, can 
be expressed by means of a discrete random variable; 
the probabilities associated with alternative models 
sum to one at a nodal point in the event tree. Among 
the main sources of uncertainty to be considered: 
Site Seismic Risk 
The output of site seismic risk analysis is typically a 
plot of annual probability of exceedance versus peak 
ground acceleration (PGA). ‘Scenario earthquakes’ 
for which it is common to evaluate structural designs, 
such as the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) and 
Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE), may be 
thought of as ‘points’ on the site seismic risk curve. 
The latter is highly uncertain, however, as it depends 
on assumptions (only partially supported by data) 
about seismic-source locations and activity rates, 
wave-path characteristics, and local soil conditions. 
Ground Motion Characteristics 
Future ground motions, always partially predictable 
and partially stochastic, may be specified in terms of: 
magnitude and focal distance; peak ground motion 
amplitude(s); smooth response spectra or spectral 
density functions (possibly with evolving frequency 
content); duration of strong shaking, a very important 
attribute of seismic ground motion that is usually not 
explicitly considered. Scaling of sets of recorded 
ground motions (to the DBE, MCE, or other intensity 
levels) needs to be performed in a way that avoids the 
biases it tends to introduce in spectral content and 
duration. Sets of artificial ground motions can be 
generated using the open-source computer programs 
SIMQKE-I and -II, co-developed by the first author. 
Structural properties 
Uncertainties abound in stiffness and mass, and how 
they are distributed; fundamental periods; damping 
ratios; elastic limits; allowable ductility, resistance to 
fracture or fatigue, buckling loads. A more focused 
discussion about ‘resistances’ follows. 
Limit States or ‘Failure Modes’ 
Each single limit state can be characterized by a ‘load 
effect’ L and allowable load effect or ‘resistance’ R. 
Deterministic (or level 1) treatment consists of 
specifying an upper bound on L and a lower bound on 
R, with code-specified safety factors defining and 
separating the two quantities. Semi-probabilistic (or 
level 2) treatment, based on averages and standard 
deviations of L and R, underlies more modern “load 
and resistance factor design” (LRFD) specifications. 
A full probabilistic treatment (level 3) of a single 
limit state accounts for the probability distributions of 
L and R, and yields the probability that L exceeds R. 
In seismic analysis, the level-3 treatment is equivalent 
to combining the site seismic risk curve, expressed in 
terms of load effect (by means of structural analysis), 
with the limit-state fragility curve. Seismic fragility 
of a structural component or subsystem is defined as 
the probability of exceeding the limit-state resistance 
(of a component or substructure) as a function of the 
severity of the seismic hazard (typically measured by 
the peak ground acceleration). 
 
Hierarchy & Succession of Limit States 
Relevant limit states range from highly localized 
(fracture initiation, local yielding) through member-
specific (like buckling) or joint-specific (allowable 
gap size) to “global” (large permanent displacement, 
overall collapse), implying a hierarchy of limit states. 
In temporal terms, the limit states tend to occur in 
sequence or succession. Some limit states, typically 
the more localized and early ones, merely indicate 
future behavior. When reached, they may require a 
different method of analysis, e.g., nonlinear (time-
history) analysis when and where linear-elastic limits 
are exceeded. They may be hard to detect, and mainly 
increase the chance of later more severe damage and 
loss; some may involve load transfer or load sharing. 
Other limit states, especially the global ones, involve 
definite losses and are readily observed or measured. 
 
In complex structures, such as SC-MRF systems, 
undergoing seismic excitation, however, the interplay 
between (the sequence and hierarchy of) limit states 
requires a system reliability approach and a stochastic 
structural analysis that can realistically portray the 
behavior of such systems (under a spectrum of types 
of seismic excitation). This means that one needs to 
model the interdependence among limit-state ‘loads’ 
and ‘resistances’. Localized load-sharing or -transfer, 
for instance, upon attainment of particular ‘early’ or 
‘local’ limit states, needs to be suitably accounted for. 
The model of the SC-system needs to be simple to 
make it computationally efficient, yet able to capture 
the limit states considered important for design. 
 
Damage Assessment for SC Systems 
One way to set up the Monte Carlo simulation is to 
build a Markov model of the entire structural system, 
envisioned as going through a sequence of states, 
from ‘undamaged’ to ‘collapse’. Each ‘state’ of the 
structure consists of a set of specific values of (local, 
substructure, and global) limit state indicators. One-
step transition probabilities need to be determined for 
all possible ‘moves’ from one system state to another. 
The ultimate ‘collapse’ state is, in Markov chain 
terminology; a ‘trapping state’, meaning that one 
cannot revert back to a state of less severe damage.  
 
The main idea behind SC-systems, performing as 
intended, is that reversion from a state of large overall 
(or inter-story) relative displacement will occur under 
conditions of moderate to strong seismic shaking. 
Under conditions of either ‘light’ or ‘very severe’ 
shaking, however, an SC-system will be predictably 
‘ineffective’, either remaining elastic or collapse. The 
Markov methodology, which is equivalent to (and 
compatible with) the Monte Carlo approach, can thus 
be used to evaluate an SC-system’s effectiveness 
under a wide spectrum of seismic loading conditions 
(e.g., for a specific ground motion; a suite of ground 
motions, recorded or artificial; the motion during an 
earthquake with specified magnitude and source-to-
site distance; or a motion with given peak ground 
acceleration, perhaps with known spectral density 
function and duration, or response spectrum shape). 
 
Conclusions & Extensions 
We gave an overview of research now underway at 
Princeton University on the fundamentals of damage 
assessment for complex structures like SC-systems 
subjected to earthquake shaking. The major sources 
were identified, and the need to consider a hierarchy 
and sequence of limit states was emphasized. Current 
work focuses on combining damage assessment with 
planning and design of advanced sensor networks for 
real-time monitoring of structural systems.  
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Introduction 
Computational structural analysis is a very 
important procedure in modern research and practice 
of earthquake engineering. The demands on nonlinear 
structural analysis are increasing and varying rapidly. 
This research adopts the Design Pattern [1] and 
Unified Process, to create a new analysis 
computational framework with object-oriented 
techniques. Then develop a nonlinear structural 
analysis platform, PISA3D, basing on this framework. 
The platform has verified usability and target users 
include practical structural engineers and academic 
researchers.  
Functions of PISA3D 
PISA3D can be conveniently applied to conduct 
nonlinear static and dynamic analyses. Modal 
analysis is also available. Users can apply PISA3D to 
investigate the nonlinear responses of structural 
systems under static loads/displacements, cyclic 
loads/displacement, earthquake ground accelerations, 
and followed by a number of earthquake aftershocks 
by combining the analysis methods provided. 
 
Material Library 
Currently, there are 6 types of yielding criteria in 
the material library, including: (1)Linearly-elastic 
material. (2)Bilinear material with strain-hardening 
stiffness. (3)Two-surface plastic hardening rule for 
modeling metallic materials, including the isotropic 
hardening and kinematic hardening effects. 
(4)3-parameters degrading material for modeling the 
concrete material, which consists of stiffness 
degrading effect, strength deterioration effect and 
pinching effect as Fig.1. (5)Bilinear-elastic material, 
this material has nonlinear stress-strain path but 
always keeps in elastic. (6)Bilinear material, which 
buckles in compression. 
 
Element Library 
The element library of PISA3D currently consists 
of 5 types of nonlinear elements, including: (1)Truss 
element. (2)Beam-column element with the hinge 
model. This element is series connected by an elastic 
component and different types of plastic hinges at 
ends, so that shear and end moments can trigger 
yielding. Rigid end zones and interaction of internal 
forces effects are also available. (3)Wall panel 
element with 5 deformation modes, see Fig.2. This 
element only allows the nonlinearity takes place in  
shear deformation, and that coincides with practical 
behavior of shear wall. (4)Joint element for modeling 
the joint deformability (such as beam-to-column 
panel zone). (5)Nonlinear velocity-dependent damper 
element using the Kelvin model. The nonlinear 
damping exponent η can be identified arbitrarily. 
All these 5 elements can use the objects provided 
in the material library, therefore, a total of 30 
elements with different characteristics is available for 
analyzing structural responses. 
 
Fig.1 3-parameters degrading material 
 
Fig.2 Deform shapes of Panel element 
Post-processing Program VISA3D 
The VISA3D (Visualization of Inelastic Structural 
Analysis for 3D Systems) program [2] further assists 
users in visualizing the structural responses obtained 
from PISA3D. VISA3D is implemented using 
object-oriented mechanisms and OpenGL. VISA3D 
supports various user-interfaces, such as pull-down 
menus, pop-up menus, tool bar, accelerators and 
mouse, to facilitate various kinds of post-processing 
tasks. In addition to display the structural model, 
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including the nodes, elements and boundary 
conditions before/after running analysis by PISA3D, 
VISA3D is capable of statically or dynamically 
displaying the deformations, mode shapes, responses 
in 2D plots, extents and locations of plastic hinges of 
the structure (Fig.3). 
 
Fig.3 Hinge distribution by VISA3D 
Practical Analysis Projects of PISA3D 
To illustrate the accuracy and practicability of 
PISA3D, some example structural simulations and 
analyses applying this platform are performed and 
introduced herein. 
 
Analysis of a Prestressed BeamColumn Joint 
This case applies PISA3D to analyze the static 
and dynamic responses of prestressed joint system [3]. 
A prestressed beam-column joint model (PSJ) is built 
in PISA3D and the result is compared with the 
practical testing. The joint model is a parallel 
connecting of two joint elements. One adopts Bilinear 
material and the other adopts BilinearElastic material. 
See Fig.4, the behavior of the PSJ can be simulated 
perfectly by PISA3D. 
 
Fig.4 PSJ behavior (Analysis and Exp. result) 
 
Dynamic Analysis of a 3D Viscous Damper Frame 
The second example is a 6 stories steel structure 
with one basement (Fig.5). This building (FVDF) 
consists of different features of nonlinear fluid 
viscous dampers. Two identical models are 
constructed using the PISA3D and SAP2000. A 60 
seconds of ground acceleration record was applied on 
the models. It is confirmed that the results of the 
dynamic analysis are very identical (Fig.6). 
Comparing the analysis time elapsed, PISA3D takes 
only 10 minutes, but SAP2000 takes more than 3 
hours to complete the analysis. 
 
Fig.5 6 stories viscous damper frame  
 
Fig.6 Roof displacement of FVDF 
Conclusion 
Engineers and researchers can effectively 
construct nonlinear numerical models using PISA3D. 
By comparing the simulated models with other 
programs and experimental results, it is confirmed 
that PISA3D provides good analytical performance 
and efficiency. The different material and element 
libraries in PISA3D are useful in analyzing RC and 
steel structures under static/dynamic load effects. The 
object-oriented process makes PISA3D development 
effective and robust. Following researchers can 
maintain the framework easily. Adding new 
numerical models, elements, materials and analysis 
methods into the framework is also convenient. 
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Introduction 
     A 39-story precast prestressed reinforced 
concrete building (Englekirk 2002) was first 
completed in San Francisco, California.  It is the 
first high-rise building to be braced by a precast 
concrete ductile frame, which uses post-tensioning 
strands for the reinforcement. From a seismic 
perspective, the unbonded post-tensioned structural 
systems have the capability of self-centering after 
large deformation.  The fact that the structural 
system experiences a ground motion has less damage 
than the traditional moment-resisting frame structure.   
The objectives of this research are to (1) 
develop an analytical model to predict the response of 
the self-centering connection, (2) perform nonlinear 
time history analyses of frame structures using the 
self-centering connection, and (3) construct the 
constant-ductility response spectra.  
Self-Centering Connection Model 
     Fig. 1 shows a proposed subassembly with two 
steel beams and a column, which are post-tensioned 
by high-strength strands.  The subassembly was 
modeled using the PISA3D beam-column element 
(Tsai and Lin, 2003).  Fig. 2 shows the 
corresponding model; the intersection of the beam 
and column centerlines has three nodes j, m, and n.  
Elastic beam-column elements were used to model 
the beams (lm and no) and the column (ij and jk).  
Two zero-length spring elements, connecting the 
nodes j and m, were used to model the behavior of the 
post-tensioning strands and the RFPs, respectively.  
The same approach was applied to the other pair of 
nodes j and n.  Nonlinear inelastic behavior was 
limited to occur only in these spring elements but not 
in the beam and column.  Two parameters, βr and βs, 
are the ratios of the flexural capacity and stiffness 
between these two spring elements:   
ST
YRFP
r M
M=β                 (1)   (1) 
b
ERFP
s K
K=β               (2) 
where MST is the decompression moment provided by 
the strands; Kb is the elastic flexural stiffness of the 
beam, and MYRFP and KERFP are the yield moment and 
the elastic flexural stiffness of the RFPs (Chou et al., 
2004).  With the calculated βr and βs, the predicted 
beam moment-deflection relationship agrees well the 
experimental results (Fig. 3). 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Proposed Self-Centering Connection 
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Fig. 2 Self-Centering Connection Model 
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Fig. 3 Moment versus Beam Deflection Relationships 
Self-Centering Frame Responses 
     To study the seismic behavior of the steel 
frames with self-centering connections, a six-story 
moment resisting frame (Tsai and Popov, 1988) was 
first analyzed using the computer program PISA3D.  
ASTM Grade 345 (50 ksi) and Grade 248 (36 ksi) 
were specified for the columns and beams, 
respectively.  In addition to the moment-resisting 
frame (MRF) with typical welded connections, the 
frame PTF 1 with the self-centering connections, 
which have the decompression moment, 0.5Mnp, and 
the βr and βs values mentioned above, was created.  
The frame PTF 2 with the decompression moment, 
0.35Mnp, βr (= 0.2), and βs (= 0.03) was also 
generated for comparison purposes. 
Three frames were subjected to five scaled 
acceleration records.  Fig. 4 shows the roof residual 
displacements of the three frames.  Although the 
self-centering frames undergo larger drift than the 
MRF, the frames maintain the self-centering 
capability and develop a small magnitude of residual 
displacement for all ground motions used in the 
study. 
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Fig. 4 Roof Residual Displacements 
Inelastic Response Spectra 
     The computer program Nonspec was used to 
evaluate the seismic response of 
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems.  A BP 
model, which combines a bilinear elastoplastic 
hysteretic behavior and a bilinear elastic behavior 
with two parameters αr and αs, was developed.  For 
a specific ductility factor, say µ = 4, the force 
reduction factor increases with the period till 0.5 sec 
(Fig. 5).  When the period is greater than 2 sec, the 
force reduction factor approaches the specified 
ductility.  The ratio between the hysteretic energy 
and the earthquake input energy (HE/IE) increases 
with the increase of αs and the decrease of αr (Fig. 6), 
indicating that the self-centering frame with low-yield 
strength energy dissipating devices in the connection 
dissipate more hysteretic energy.  
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Fig. 5 Force Reduction Factor Spectra 
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Fig. 6 HE/IE Spectra 
Conclusions 
The model, which combines a bilinear elastoplastic 
hysteretic behavior and a bilinear elastic behavior, is 
able to predict the response of the self-centering 
connection.  Although the self-centering frames 
have larger roof displacements than the traditional 
moment-resisting frame structures, they do lead to 
small residual deformation.  With the increase of αs 
and the decrease of αr for SDOF systems, the ratio 
between the hysteretic energy and the earthquake 
input energy (HE/IE) increases. 
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Platform for Networked Structural Ex-
periments (PNSE) 
A platform named “Platform for Networked 
Structural Experiments (PNSE)” is proposed to allow 
networked collaborative structural experiments. A 
number of geographically scattered laboratories can 
be connected by the Internet to collaboratively con-
duct a single structural experiment. The PNSE allows 
such collaboration between laboratories by providing 
a multi-client architecture on which all the laborato-
ries are connected by point-to-point TCP connections. 
The architecture of the PNSE is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Fig. 1 The architecture of PNSE 
The PNSE has two kinds of clients, the “Com-
mand Generation Module” (CGM) and the “Facility 
Control Module” (FCM). For all clients the data must 
be sent to and received from the server. This simpli-
fies the network topology and hence the communica-
tion flow. Communication between the server and 
client is full-duplex transmission to facilitate simul-
taneous sending and receiving operations on a con-
nection. This therefore realizes the goal of a prompt 
reflective platform. The CGM calculates the com-
mand to be executed by all FCMs. In the case of 
pseudo dynamic (PSD) testing, the CGM is a nu-
merical integration algorithm. The FCM is pretty 
much the same as any control program in a laboratory 
except that it does not generate the command by itself. 
On PNSE, signals are those values that vary with re-
spect to time and can be classified as either “critical 
signals” or “open signals.” Critical signals are those 
that play are essential in the process of command 
generation such as the restoring force in a PSD test. 
Open signals are referred to those to be publicized on 
the Internet. The CGM initiates a command cycle 
which typically encompasses actions such as com-
mand calculation, command execution, data acquisi-
tion, response calculation, critical signals feedback, 
and open signal publication. PNSE also supports in-
stant message that allows staffs in different site to 
communicate clearly and promptly. 
Networked Structural Experiment Pro-
tocol (PNSE) 
The communication follows the rules depicted in 
the proposed application protocol “Networked Struc-
tural Experiment Protocol” (NSEP). NSEP defines 
the format of data packets to be transferred on PNSE 
modules. The composition of NSEP data packet can 
be expressed as: LENGTH + TYPE + PARMLIST. 
The parameter LENGTH denotes the total length of 
this packet. The parameter TYPE denotes what kind 
of information is carried by this packet. Currently 
defined TYPEs are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Current defined NSEP data packets 
TYPE Description / Usage 
SD_ERROR Error notification 
SD_LOGIN Login information 
SD_PRJINFO Project information 
SD_SIGINFO Signal information 
SD_PRJSTATE Project running state 
SD_CLNSTATE Client running states 
SD_CPSCMD Command (CGM to Server) 
SD_IDVCMD Command (Server to FCM) 
SD_IDVRSP Critical signal (FCM to Server) 
SD_CPSRSP Critical signal (Server to CGM) 
SD_SIGNAL Open signal 
SD_DISCUSS Instant message 
NSEP is designed intended to make the PNSE an 
event reflective platform. All significant events that 
can occur in clients and information that is relevant to 
the progress of the collaborative experiment have 
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been defined to realize an event-reflective PNSE. 
NSEP stipulates that both the PNSE server and clients 
should make “active notification” to notify all other 
participants if it owns some information relevant to 
the progress of the collaborative experiment. For 
example, if an FCM needs to hold the experiment for 
any reason, it should notify the PNSE server of this 
holding action before or immediately right after it 
really does it. NSEP stipulates this active notification 
to simplify the communication over the networks and 
to enhance the communication efficiency since oth-
erwise an information query mechanism may be 
needed to make the platform event-reflective. How-
ever, an information query mechanism generally de-
creases the overall efficiency since typically the poll-
ing need to be performed frequently enough so that 
significant events can be reflected promptly enough, 
and that wastes a lot of networked resources. NSEP 
intrinsically implements the concept of event-driven 
and consequently constructs the PNSE a true cooper-
ating platform since the server and all the clients take 
part of the responsibility of the test progression. 
Experimental Validation 
Two-Site PSD Test on a DSCFT Bridge 
A bridge composed of two double-skinned con-
crete filled in tube (DSCFT) piers was tested by 
PNSE to verify its feasibility and efficiency. With the 
superstructure assumed infinitely flexural rigid, the 
model has only 4 DOFs and is shown in Fig. 2. The 
system properties can be found in (Tsai et al. 2003). 
The two piers were constructed in NCREE laboratory 
(NCREELab) and Nation Taiwan University labora-
tory (NTULab), which are about 1 km apart and are 
shown in Fig. 3. Series of PSD tests were conducted 
on the model subjected to 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake 
excitation with the PGA properly scaled down. 
Newmark explicit method was employed to solve the 
motion equation with integration time step 0.02 sec-
ond. Three PSD tests (Test A, B, and C) were con-
ducted with identical testing parameters except for 
the locations of the server and the CGM programs. 
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Fig. 3 The DSCFT bridge model 
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Photo 1 The two pier constructed and tested 
Test results indicate that all the signals were cor-
rectly transferred over the Internet. The time con-
sumed in data transferring was also recorded and it 
was found that for the most challenging case (Test C), 
it cost less than 0.l701 second for a data packet to 
make a round trip between Taiwan and the Stanford 
University. It can be concluded that PNSE has satis-
factory performance in data transferring. 
Test B, NTU, X dir, TCU 082, PGA=3.77gal, M=507.2ton, ξ=2%
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Fig. 4 Typical test results 
 
One-Site PSD Test on a CFT/BRB Frame 
Another series of PSD tests performed on a full 
scale 3-story 3-bay CFT/BRB composite frame 
shown in Photo 2 by PNSE further prove that PNSE 
is platform independent and event reflective. Fig. 5 
shows the typical windows displayed on the Internet 
(http://cft-brbf.ncree.gov.tw/) during and after the 
course of the experiment. Applications running on 
different operating systems have been proved can be 
successfully incorporated into PNSE. All the running 
states and open signals can be reflected correctly and 
promptly by PNSE. 
  
 
Photo 2 The 
CFT/BRB frame 
Fig. 5 Selected windows 
showing test information 
 
Summary 
A platform named PNSE and an application pro-
tocol NSEP was proposed to allow networked col-
laborative testing. Series domestic and transnational 
test results proved that all data and relative informa-
tion can be correctly and promptly transferred on the 
Internet. The efficiency of data transferring by PNSE 
was also found satisfactory since less than 0.1701 
seconds was needed for a data packet to make a round 
trip between Taiwan and Stanford Universiy. 
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3• Unbonded post-tensioned precast walls:
– With and without energy dissipation elements
• Unbonded post-tensioned precast moment-
resisting frames:
– Without energy dissipation elements
• Steel moment resisting frames with post-
tensioned connections:
– With energy dissipation elements
Previously Studied SC Seismic-
Resistant Structural Systems
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• Steel moment-
resisting frames 
(MRFs) with post-
tensioned 
connections: 
– with top and 
bottom seat 
angles
– with friction 
devices
SC Earthquake-Resistant 
Structural Systems
5• Structural systems are post-tensioned
to pre-compress joints between 
discrete structural members
• Gap opening at joints at selected 
seismic load levels provides softening 
of lateral force-drift behavior without 
damage to members
• PT forces close joints and permanent 
lateral drift is avoided
SC Seismic-Resistant Structural 
System Concepts
M
SC Seismic-Resistant Structural 
System Features
1. Economy, since structural member size 
and complexity in SC systems are similar 
to conventional seismic-resistant systems
2. Reduced damage, since SC systems can 
be designed to resist design basis 
earthquake without significant damage 
6SC Seismic-Resistant Structural 
System Features
3. Initial lateral stiffness is similar to that of 
conventional seismic-resistant systems
4. Lateral force-drift behavior softens:
– to control force demands under seismic load
– due to gap opening at selected joints
– without significant inelastic deformation and 
damage to main structural members, 
avoiding residual drift
SC Seismic-Resistant Structural 
System Features
5. Ductility capacity:
– can be quite large
– is not fully controlled by material ductility
– can be enhanced by changes in post-
tensioning
6. Energy dissipation:
– from energy dissipation elements
– not from damage to main structural members
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Effect of Energy Dissipation on 
Ductility Demand
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Energy Dissipation
• SC systems should have energy 
dissipation elements
• These elements may be damaged and 
replaced
• Behavior of these elements will control 
system energy dissipation, with no 
significant energy dissipation from main 
structural members
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Summary of SC Seismic-Resistant 
Structural System Features
1. Economy, since structural member size 
and complexity in SC systems are similar 
to conventional seismic-resistant systems
2. Reduced damage, since SC systems can 
be designed to resist design basis 
earthquake without significant damage 
Summary of SC Seismic-Resistant 
Structural System Features
3. Initial lateral stiffness is similar to that of 
conventional seismic-resistant systems
4. Lateral force-drift behavior softens:
– to control force demands under seismic load
– due to gap opening at selected joints
– without significant inelastic deformation and 
damage to main structural members, 
avoiding residual drift
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Summary of SC Seismic-Resistant 
Structural System Features
5. Ductility capacity:
– can be quite large
– is not fully controlled by material ductility
– can be enhanced by changes in post-
tensioning
6. Energy dissipation:
– from energy dissipation elements
– not from damage to main structural members
Summary of Past Research
• Studies of different SC seismic-resistant 
structural systems have been conducted
• Studies have identified attractive 
features summarized earlier
• Seismic performance can exceed that of 
conventional systems (reduced residual 
drift, reduced damage)
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NEESR SC Steel Frame 
Systems Project Goals
• Overall: self-centering steel systems that are 
constructible, economical, and structurally 
damage-free under design earthquake 
• Specific:
– fundamental knowledge of seismic behavior of 
SC-MRF systems and SC-CBF systems
– integrated design, analysis, and experimental 
research using NEES facilities
– performance-based, reliability-based seismic 
design procedures
Research Needs for SC Moment 
Resisting Frames (SC-MRFs)
• Interaction between SC-MRFs and floor diaphragms
• Improved energy dissipation elements for SC-MRF 
connections
• SC column base connections for SC-MRFs
• Parametric studies of  SC-MRFs for various buildings
• Design procedures for SC-MRFs with clear 
performance objectives and reliability concepts
• Large-scale tests on SC-MRF systems, including floor 
diaphragms, with realistic seismic input
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Research Needs for SC Concentrically 
Braced Frames (SC-CBFs)
• PT systems and connection concepts for SC-CBFs
• Analytical models for SC-CBFs
• Initial laboratory studies of SC-CBFs
• Energy dissipation elements for SC-CBFs
• SC column base connections for SC-MRFs
• Design procedures for SC-CBFs with clear 
performance objectives and reliability concepts
• Large-scale tests on SC-CBF systems, including floor 
diaphragms, with realistic seismic input 
Research Tasks
1. Develop reliability-based seismic design and assessment procedures
2. Develop SC-CBF systems
3. Further develop SC-MRF systems
4. Develop energy dissipation elements for SC-MRFs and SC-CBFs
5. Develop sensor networks for damage monitoring and integrity 
assessment
6. Design prototype buildings
7. Perform nonlinear analyses of prototype buildings
8. Conduct large-scale laboratory tests of SC-MRFs and SC-CBFs
9. Collaborate on 3-D large-scale laboratory experiments on SC-MRF 
and SC-CBF systems
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SC Seismic-Resistant 
Structural Systems
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ProjectPI Research Project in 2004
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Analytical Simulation of Post-tensioned Structural 
Members (I) Y.-K. Yeh8
Seismic Performance of Bi-Directional Post-tensioned 
RC Beam-to-Column Connections with Slabs (I)C.T. Cheng7
Cyclic Tests of Post-tensioned Precast RC Walls (I)S.J. Hwang6
Seismic Behavior of Post-tensioned Steel Beam to CFT 
Column Connections with Concrete SlabsL.L. Chung5
Cyclic Behavior of Post-tensioned Steel Beam to CFT 
Column Connections with Steel Panel Shear WallsC.C. Chen4
Experimental Study of Post-tensioned RCS Moment 
Frame: Column-to-Footing ConnectionsH.L. Hsu3
Experimental Study of Post-tensioned RCS Moment 
Frame: Exterior Beam-to-Column ConnectionsK.C. Lin2
Experimental Study of Post-tensioned RCS Moment 
Frame: Interior Beam-to-Column ConnectionsC.C. Chou1
A Study of Post-tensioned Seismic Structural SystemsK.C. TsaiIntegrated Project
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5Conventional Setup
New Setup
Test Setupt tes e
Examplesl
 Cyclic Behavior of Post-tensioned Steel 
Connections with Steel Bars for Energy 
Dissipater
C.C Chou, K.C. Tsai and W.C. Yang
 Cyclic Behavior of Post-tensioned Steel Beam 
to RC Column Connections with Energy 
Dissipating Steel Plates
K.C. Lin, C.H. Chen and S.J. Jhuang
61S15 15
2D40 40
3D20 20
4S30 30
5DF 30
1D40 40
2D40 40
1D40 40
2S40 40
Test Name Max. Beam End
Rot. (10-3 rad.)
P1U
P2R
P3R-S
Cyclic Behavior of Post-tensioned Steel 
Beam-to-Column Connections
li  i r f tyc c ehav o o os -t i  t l ens oned ee
ea -to- l  tio u n onnec ons
C.C. Chou, K.C. Tsai and W.C. Yang
Specimen ax. Beam End Rot. (10-1% rad.)
Test Speciment i
 Members
－Material: (A572 Gr.50):
－Beam: H500x200x10x16
－Column: H350x350x12x19
 Strand
－Material: A416 Gr.270 
－Post-tensioned force: 1150kN。
 Energy Dissipating Device
－Material: A36 Steel bars or 60 ksi steel
－Diameter: 25mm or #8 re-bar
7－ Prestress strand
－ ED Bar
 Energy-Dissipating Device
Test Speciment i
Test Speciment i
 Specimen P3R-S
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9 Lateral Restrainer
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Experimental Results 
(P2R Series)
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PTH PTT
Exterior Steel Beam-to-RC Column Connectiont ri r t l x e o ee ea -to-  l  tio u n onnec on
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Research on Post-Tensioned 
Seismic Structural Systems
Thank you for your attention
1Recent Research at Lehigh University on Self-
Centering Structural Steel Systems
J.M. Ricles and R. Sause
ATLSS Engineering Research Center
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Lehigh University
Motivation
• Conventional steel Moment 
Resisting Frames (MRFs) are 
designed to develop plastic 
hinges in the beams during the 
design earthquake.
• Inelastic response results in 
damage, including permanent 
drift.
• Damage can be expensive to 
repair; building may be 
condemned. 
Expected damage to a welded 
MRF connection after a major EQ.
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Self-Centering Post-tensioned (PT) Connection 
Concept: Behavior
PT Connection
Welded FR Conn.
∆
H
W36x150 Bms
W14x398 Col
Prior Research on PT Steel Conns @ Lehigh
• Research Using Friction Devices
– 1997:  Friction Connection Component Tests
– 1998:  Design Approach for a Post-tensioned Friction 
Connections (PFDC) 
– 2000:  Analytical Modeling of Connections and 
Frames with PFDCs
– 2001:  Non-linear Dynamic Analyses of Frames 
with PFDCs (Building Seismic Performance 
Evaluation)
• Research Using Angles as Energy Dissipators
– 1996:  Initial Pilot Study – Analyses of Frames &   
Subassemblies
– 1997:  Subassembly Tests (W24 beams)
– 1998:  Isolated Angle Tests 
– 2000:  Subassembly Tests (W36 beams)
3Self-Centering Structural Systems 
PT Steel Moment Resisting Frames (MRF)
Schematic Floor Plan
(PT frames are in red)
Schematic Elevation
PT Strands
Shim Plate
Angle Post-Tensioned
Strands
Flange Reinforcing
PlateAnchors
Lehigh PT Steel Moment Resisting Connection 
Top and Seat Angles – Garlock et al. (’02,’05)
MRF with PT ConnectionsPT Connection Details
4Lehigh PT Steel Moment Resisting Connection – CFT 
Columns
Top and Seat Angles – Peng et al. (’01,’02)
CFT MRF with PT 
Connections
PT Connection Details
Angle
Post-TenidSr
Post-Tensioned Strands
Reinforcing Plate
Angle
Shim Plate
Anchors
Lehigh PT Steel Moment Resisting Connection
Flange Friction Plates – Petty (’99), Rojas et al. (’03,’05)
MRF with PT ConnectionsPT Connection Details
Post-Tensioned
Strands
Spacer Plate
Brass Shim
Friction Plate
Reinforcing Plate
Anchorage Shim
Plate
Outer Plate
5Experimental Studies
PT Connection Limit States
Test program designed to investigate various limit states 
and their effect on connection behavior:
• Angle Fracture/Friction Device Failure
• Strands Yielding
• Beam Yielding
• Beam Local Buckling
6Subassembly Tests – Specimen Parameters
• Angle size and gage distance
• Initial PT force
• Length of reinforcing plate
• Number of PT strands
Subassembly Tests
Test Setup
3660 to 
4120 mm
6100 to 8540 mm
W24x62 (Fy 248 MPa),
or W36x150 (Fy 350 MPa)
W14x311, W14x398 (Fy 350 MPa)
or CFT406x406x13 (Fy 345 MPa)
PT Strands
7Lateral Displacement History
(AISC Seismic Provisions – Appendix S)
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Subassembly Tests
Test Setup
8Subassembly Tests 
Connection at Various Stages of Drift
@ 4% DriftBefore testing After testing
Angle fracture
Subassembly Tests
PC4 Lateral Load-Displacement Response
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9Specimen PC4 Test Results
Connection Moment-Relative Rotation Response
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Subassembly Tests
Effect of Post-Tensioning
Specimen PC8:
Angles without Post-
tensioning
Specimen PC6:
Angles with Post-
tensioning
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Subassembly Tests
Effect of Shim and Reinforcement Plates
Specimen PC1
-80
-40
0
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-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
Lateral Displacement -        (in)∆
Spec PC2
Spec PC1
(no shim 
or reinf. 
plates)
CFT Column-WF Beam Connection Study
Yielding in PT Connection Specimens PC1 and PC6
Specimen PC1 At Interstory Drift = 3% Specimen PC6 At Interstory Drift = 3%
Angle 
Yielding
Flange 
Reinforcing PL
Shim PL
Web Yielding
from Bearing
Flange Yielding
from Bearing
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Subassembly Tests
Specimen 36s-30-P
End of reinforcing plate
Beam flange & web local 
buckling
Parameters Influencing PT Connection Limit States
Initial PT force, To :
• smaller ToÆ earlier decompression Æ
more cycles of plastic deformation
• smaller To Æ larger θrÆ larger ∆angle.
Limit State
Angle Fracture
Influential Parameter
Strands Yielding Individual PT strand force, To /Ns :
• larger To /Ns Æ strands yield at a smaller θr
Beam Local
Buckling
Controlled by P-M Interaction at End of 
Reinforcing Plate
To Æ larger To Æ larger P & M
Ns Æ larger Ns Æ larger P & M
LrpÆ shorter LrpÆ larger M
Beam Yielding Controlled by shim plates and reinforcing 
plate at beam-to-column interface
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Analytical System Studies
H
Master Node
Slaved Node
dbeam
PT Strands
Truss Elements
dbeam
dcol
Parallel Springs
Fiber 
Element
Panel Zone 
Spring
Fiber 
Element
PT Strands Not Shown 
For Clarity
Steel PT Moment Connection Model
(Connection with Top & Seat Angles)
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Design of Prototype SC Frames for Analysis
Design Objectives 
Seismic Input Levels:
ground motion levels
(DBE) Design Basis EQ
(MCE) Max. Considered EQ
(DBE)
(MCE)
S
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M
θr,MCEθr,DBE
θr
Gap 
opening
Seismic Perform. Levels:
(IO) Immediate Occupancy
(CP) Collapse Prevention
(IO)
(CP)
M
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• Floor Diaphragm: Use 
of non-composite 
collector beams.
Composite portion of 
floor slab.
Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Prototype Building
• 2 buildings: FR-MRF and 
SC-MRF
• Designed as a MRF with 
rigid connections (IBC 
2000 and FEMA 350).
• Office building in L.A. on 
stiff soil.
6-story : 6 bays @ 30 ft = 180 ft
--- PLAN ---
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Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Prototype Building: Collector Beams for Inertia 
Force Transfer to SC Frames
2∆gapθr
∆gap∆gap2∆gap
3 Collector Beams:
2-W14x109, 1-W14x193
45”
15”
Partial 
Floor 
Plan
Partial 
Frame 
Elevation
Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
2 Prototype Frames
W36x194
W36x182
W36x170
W36x135
W33x118
W30x90
W
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SC-MRF
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W36x160
W36x160
W36x150
W30x108
W30x108
W24x76
FR-MRF
4 @ 30' = 120'
13´
13´
13´
13´
13´
15´
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Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Analytical Model (SC-MRF) – DRAIN-2DX
Same as 
subassembly 
model
Mass on 
“leaning 
column”
Basement 
stiffness
Interaction between 
gravity frame and MRF
Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
DBE – Response Spectrum
(Ground motions are scaled to IBC 2000 design spectrum per Somerville’s procedure)
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DBE Spectrum
Chi-Chi 1999, CHY036-W
Duzce 1999, BOL000
Loma Prieta 1989, G03090 
Northridge 1994, CNP196
Northridge 1994, TAR360
Artificial
T1 (PFDC-MRF)
T1 (FR-MRF)
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Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Dynamic Results: Interstory Drift
SC-MRF
(PFDC): mean +1 std. dev.
FR:
mean
mean +
1 std. dev.
mean
legend
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Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Dynamic Results: (Residual Interstory Drift)
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Steel MRF Time History Analysis Results
(El Centro Ground Motion x 1.5, PGA = 0.5g)
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PT MRF No residual drift in PT conn.,
25 mm residual drift for 
welded conn.
Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Dynamic Results: Relative Story Displacement 
Between Gravity Frames and SC-Frame
Gravity frames
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Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Dynamic Results: PT Connection Hysteretic 
Response
Connection M-θr
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Building Seismic Performance Evaluation
Dynamic Results: Beam Axial Load Response
Beam Axial Load Time History 
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T = PT force
P = Beam axial force
Bay 1 Bay 2 Bay 3 Bay 4
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Moment Capacity of PT Connection
θr
WF Beam
Fdev
Axial Force 
in Beam, P
center of rotation
d1
d2
M aC
M aT
Column
M
Connection capacity
where
C
Mconn = d1Fdev + d2P
Fdev = force in connector device
P = T + Ffd
T = total PT force
Ffd = beam axial force produced
by floor diaphragm system
Need for Additional Research
1. Development of alternative beam-to-column moment 
connection details, with experimental evaluation.
2. Development of column base connection details with 
controlled damage characteristics; consider behavior 
under bi-directional loading of column. 
3. The floor diaphragm plays an important role in the 
behavior of an SC-MRF, affecting the relative 
displacement of the SC-MRF and gravity frames as well 
as the axial load developed in the beams (which affects 
PT connection capacity) – development of collector 
beam system details and experimental/analytical 
verification is needed.
20
Need for Additional Research
4. Development of a performance-based design procedure 
that incorporates reliability-based concepts and criteria.
Lehigh NEES Facility
21
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1Past Research at Lehigh 
University on Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls 
Richard Sause and Stephen Pessiki
ATLSS Center, Dept. of Civil and Envir. 
Engineering, Lehigh University
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2• System Description
• Analytical Research
• Experimental Research
• Verification of Analytical Models
• Design
• Conclusions
Overview: Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls 
Unbonded Post-Tensioned Wall
wall panel
horizontaljoint
unbondedPT steel
confiningreinforcement foundation
anchorage
Kurama, Pessiki, Sause, Lu, and El-Sheikh, M. (1996)  Report No. EQ-96-02, 
Earthquake Engrg. Research Report, Dept. of Civil Engrg., Lehigh Univ.
Kurama, Sause, Pessiki, and Lu, L.-W. (1999)  ACI Struct. J.
Kurama, Pessiki, Sause, and Lu, L.-W.  (1999) PCI J.
3Deformation Modes Under 
Lateral Load
gap opening shear slip
Cyclic Lateral Load Response
Base Shear
Lateral Drift
4Unbonded post-
tensioned (PT) 
precast walls
SC Precast Concrete Walls 
Studied at Lehigh University
Unbonded PT precast
walls with ductile 
vertical joint connectors
• System Description
• Analytical Research
• Experimental Research
• Verification of Analytical Models
• Design
• Conclusions
Overview: Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls 
5Fiber Model
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6Lateral Load Response
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7Lateral Load Response
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8Parameter Study: Post-Tensioning 
Steel Location
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Parameter Study: Post-Tensioning 
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9Parameter Study: Prestress in 
Post-Tensioning Steel
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• System Description
• Analytical Research
• Experimental Research
• Verification of Analytical Models
• Design
• Conclusions
Overview: Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls 
Perez, Pessiki, Sause, and Lu (2003) ACI SP-211.
Perez, Pessiki, and Sause (2004) ATLSS Report No. 04-11, Center for 
Advanced Tech. for Large Struct. Systems, Lehigh Univ.
Full-Scale Prototype Wall
6 x 5ft-5in = 32ft-6in
6 x 13ft = 78ft
8ft-4in
Scaled Wall
20ft
11
Base Panel Cross-Section
12in
10ft
3/8in diameter steel
6in diameter spirals
1in pitch
ρsp = 7.3%
Ap=41.58in2
0.391in diameter steel
4in diameter spirals
1.625in pitch
ρsp = 7.39%
4ft-2in
6in
4x4-W4.0xW4.0 20in14.5in
5.5in
Scaled Wall
CL
50in
45in
40in
35in
Ap=7.5in2
7.5in
2.5in
12.5in
Full-Scale
Prototype 
Wall
CL
unbondedheight32ft-6in
Scaled Wall
8ft-4in
unbondedheight32ft-6in
23ft-9in 23ft-9in
Test Wall
8ft-4in
12
W E
Test Matrix
Loading Ap fpi/fpu fci,p Confinement Confinement Ratio (%)
(in.2) (ksi) Type Volumetric Area
monotonic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 7.50 0.277 0.59 hoops - 1.75
Test
Wall
TW1
TW2
TW3
TW4
TW5 cyclic 3.75 0.553 0.59 hoops - 1.75
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Test Matrix
Loading Ap fpi/fpu fci,p Confinement Confinement Ratio (%)
(in.2) (ksi) Type Volumetric Area
monotonic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 7.50 0.277 0.59 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 3.75 0.553 0.59 hoops - 1.75
Test
Wall
TW1
TW2
TW3
TW4
TW5
Results - TW1
DEC
SPL
LLP CCC
EW
14
TW1 - LLP
Θ = 1.35%
TW1 Θ = 3.48%
15
TW1 - Failure  
Θ = 3.57%
Test Matrix
Loading Ap fpi/fpu fci,p Confinement Confinement Ratio (%)
(in.2) (ksi) Type Volumetric Area
monotonic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 7.50 0.277 0.59 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 3.75 0.553 0.59 hoops - 1.75
monotonic vs. cyclic loading
Test
Wall
TW1
TW2
TW3
TW4
TW5
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Results - TW1 and TW2
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Results - TW1 and TW2
TW1 (monotonic)
TW2 (cyclic)
TW2 – Failure 2B
Θ = 2.5%
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TW2 – Failure 2B
New Reinforcement Details
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Test Matrix
Loading Ap fpi/fpu fci,p Confinement Confinement Ratio (%)
(in.2) (ksi) Type Volumetric Area
monotonic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 7.50 0.277 0.59 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 3.75 0.553 0.59 hoops - 1.75
spiral reinforcement vs. hoop reinforcement
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TW3 - CCC
Θ = 2.74%Θ = -2.54%
Test Matrix
Loading Ap fpi/fpu fci,p Confinement Confinement Ratio (%)
(in.2) (ksi) Type Volumetric Area
monotonic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 spirals 7.39 -
cyclic 7.50 0.553 1.19 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 7.50 0.277 0.59 hoops - 1.75
cyclic 3.75 0.553 0.59 hoops - 1.75
Base shear at softening
Vell
Base shear at yield
Vllp
Test
Wall
TW1
TW2
TW3
TW4
TW5
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fpi/fpu = const.
EW
EW
TW5
Θ = 6.0% (1st cycle)
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Summary of Experiments
• Wall limit states occurred as anticipated.
• Lateral load behavior can be controlled.
• Most test wall failures were anticipated.
• Second failure of TW2 was unanticipated. 
• Improved reinforcing details eliminated this 
failure mode.
• TW5 displayed a very large drift capacity
(3 cycles at 6% drift) without failure.
• System Description
• Analytical Research
• Experimental Research
• Verification of Analytical Models
• Design
• Conclusions
Overview: Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls 
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TW1 Results - Exp. vs. Models
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• System Description
• Analytical Research
• Experimental Research
• Verification of Analytical Models
• Design
• Conclusions
Overview: Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls 
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Seismic Design Criteria
ΘcccΘm
B
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e 
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r
Lateral Drift
Qm
Θccc > Θm
Vell > Vd
Qd
ellV
llpV
Vllp >Φf
Θllp
Θ llp > Θd
tri-linear
idealization
maximum considered EQ
design level
EQ
Vd
αd
Θell Θd
Vd
Summary and Conclusions
• Prior Lehigh University research on SC 
precast concrete walls:
– Unbonded PT precast walls.
– Unbonded PT precast walls with vertical 
joint connectors.
• Completed work: experiments, 
analytical models, parameter studies, 
design procedures, nonlinear time 
history analyses.
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Summary and Conclusions
• SC Precast Wall System has attractive features:
– Relatively easy to construct.
– Initial stiffness similar to that of conventional systems.
– Force-drift behavior softens without significant damage.
– Large ductility.
• Performance can exceed that of conventional 
systems (reduced residual drift, reduced 
damage).
• Future work: energy dissipation elements.
Past Research at Lehigh 
University on Self-Centering 
Precast Concrete Walls
Thank You
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1Connections of Post-tensioned Steel Beams to 
Concrete-Filled Steel Tubes with
X-Shaped Dampers
L.L. Chung (鍾立來), S.F. Tsai, J.C. Chen, H.Y. Bao
2005.06.05
Schematic Diagram of Specimen
X-Shaped 
Damper
 Purpose
– Re-centering
– Energy Dissipating 
 Method
– Beam column 
connection is proposed
– Mechanical model is 
established
– Three sets of specimens 
are tested
– Seismic behavior is 
studied
Flange Wing 
Plates
Strands
End Plates
H Beam
CFT Column
2Testing Frame
Material and Dimension
 Columns
– A572 (Grade 50) steel
– 400 × 400 mm square cross section 
– thickness of 10 mm
– filled with concrete
 Beams
– H-shaped A36 steel
– cross section of H500×200×10×16 mm 
3Design of Specimens
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4Testing Frame
Experiment Process
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-Specimen PBCCb30h15
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-Specimen PBCCb20h15
6Experimental Results
 PBCCb30h20
– the beam flange began to yield when the drift ratio 
reached 4%
 PBCCb30h15
– the beam flange began to yield when the drift ratio 
reached 3%
– When the drift ratio reached 6%, the beam flange buckled. 
 PBCCb20h15
– the beam flange began to yield when the drift ratio 
reached 3%
– When the drift ratio reached 6%, one of the bolts was 
broken. 
 For all specimens, the panel zone and column did 
not yield and the most energy was dissipated 
through the yielding of the X-shaped dampers. 
Experimental and Theoretical Results
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Energy Dissipation 
-Specimen PBCCb30h15
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Conclusions
 Proposed beam-column connection 
stands up to 6% drift ratio.  
 Before 3% drift ratio, residual 
displacement is less than 5mm.  
 Most energy is dissipated by 
supplemental dampers. 
 Good agreement between 
experimental and theoretical results.  
Thanks  for  your  Attention
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ENERGY DISSIPATION 
FOR SELF-CENTERING STEEL 
MOMENT RESISTING FRAMES:
BOTTOM FLANGE FRICTION DEVICE
June 6, 2005
Michael Wolski, Graduate Student
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering
Lehigh University
2
Research Scope
• Evaluate Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices 
applicable to SC-MRF
• Develop ED Device Selection Criteria
• Develop Limit State Design Procedure
• Experimental Evaluation of ED Device 
• Analytical Model of SC-MRF with ED 
Device
23
FLUID
Fluid Viscous Damper
Magnetically Responsive Damper
YIELDING
Top & Seat Angle (Garlock 2002)
Energy Dissipating Bars
FRICTION
Slotted Bolted Conn. (Rojas 2003)
Web Device (Petty 1999)
ELASTOMERIC
Ultra High Damping Natural Rubber
(UHDNR) – (Lee 2003)
VISCOELASTIC
ISD-110
ISD-111
Energy Dissipation
Mechanism
4
ED Device
Selection Criteria
MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
Loading Rate Dependent
Temperature Dependent
Strain Amplitude Dependent
CAPACITY
Deformation
Force
ENERGY DISSIPATION
LIFE-CYCLE / MAINTENANCE
Maintenance Required
Low-Cycle Fatigue Issues
Components to Replace after EQ Event
Permanent Offset Possible
CONSTRUCTABILITY
Path into Market
Conventional Materials & Skills
Field Welding Required
Composite Slab Interference
DISTORTION
Shear
Tension or Compression
35
 
Beam Column Post-Tensioning 
BFFD 
(a) 
(b) Friction Bolts with 
Belleville Washers 
Slotted Plate Welded 
to Beam Cover Plate 
“Angle” Bolted 
to Column 
Brass Friction 
Plates 
Bottom Flange Friction Device 
(BFFD)
6
Hysteretic Behavior
Decompression
M
θr
MPT
MPT
M
θr
MFf
M∆
Decompression
Friction Device Alone: 
Effective Energy Dissipation
PT Alone: 
No Energy Dissipation
MFf
M∆
47
Energy Dissipation Comparison
M
θr
MFf
MPT
MFf
MFf
MPT
MFf
M
θr
MFf
MPT
MFf
MPT
MFf
MFf
MPT same in both cases
CASE I:
Effective Energy Dissipation
CASE II:
Ineffective Energy Dissipation
MFf CASE I > MFf CASE II
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Energy Dissipation Ratio, βE
M
θr
MFf
MPT
MFf
MFf
MPT
MFf
Available ED
Actual ED
Symmetric Hysteresis
FfPT
Ff
E
E
MM
M
EDAvailable
EDActual
+
=
=
β
β
59
Friction Force Fundamentals
bbfsf
fsf
FnnF
NnF
⋅⋅⋅=
⋅⋅=
µ
µ Where:
• µ = coefficient of friction
• nfs = # of friction surfaces
• N = normal force
• nb = # of bolts
• Fb = minimum pretension per bolt
Assume:
• Stress due to Ff is constant over 
entire area (ie. µ & N constant)
• N provided by bolts
N
Ff
Direction
of Motion
10
Evaluate Moment Due to Friction, MFf
• Integrate Friction Stress over Area, Afs
Complex expression for MFf
OR
• Calculate MFf from Ff x r
Where 
Ff = µ·nfs·nb·Fb
r = radial distance from COR to centroid of Afs
∫ ⋅=
tsA
fFf rdAfM
611
│MFf
+│/(nfs·µ·nb·Fb) vs Area
[+ C.O.R.]
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Energy Dissipation Ratio, βE
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Un-symmetric Hysteresis
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Rotated Plate 
Position
Rotated Point 
(On Plate)
Slot Size Determination
COR+ 
Bottom Gap Opening
Θ
COR+
r+
Original Plate 
Position
Bolt 
Position
Original Point 
(On Plate)
Arbitrary Bolt
815
Slot Size Determination (Cont’d)
COR-
Top Gap Opening
Θ
COR-
r-
Arbitrary Bolt
Original Plate 
Position
Bolt 
Position
Rotated Plate 
Position
Rotated 
Point 
(On Plate)
Original Point 
(On Plate)
16
Slot Size Determination (Cont’d)
Utilize Superposition
Slot to Accommodate
Both Positions
COR+ Position
COR- Position
Final Over-Sized Slot
Original Position
917
BFFD Design
• Probability of Exceedance (POE) of θr
– Log Normal Distribution
• DBE: POE (θr > 3.5%) = 0.01
• MCE: POE (θr > 3.5%) = 0.25
• Friction Coefficient
– µ = 0.4
– 1.2 Over-Strength Factor
• MPT = 0.40Mpn and MFf
+ = 0.25 Mpn
– Average βE = 25%
18
Limit State Design
DBE & MCE: 
• θr ≤ 3.5% 
– No Failure of Device
• 3.5% < θr ≤ 6%
– Bearing of Some Friction Bolts
– MFf
+/- Reduced
• θ r > 6%
– Bearing of All Friction Bolts
– Failure of Column Angle Occurs Prior 
to Failure of Friction Bolts in Shear
– Maintain Friction Force and 
Concentrate Damage to Column 
Angles
10
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Prototype Full Scale Device
W36X300
8-1” dia A325 H.S. 
Friction Bolts
w/ Spring Disc Washers
Front View
Top View
1/8” Thick
Brass Friction 
Plates
1-1/2” Thick
Grade 50 Steel 
Beam Plate
“Angles” Cut
From W21X132
Field
Bolted to
Column
Shop Welded 
to Beam
Cover Plate
Side View
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Calculated Moment Capacity
Full Scale SC-MRF with BFFD
W36x300 Beam Section
Mpn = 63,000 kip-in (7118 kN-m)
0.096105,400MFf-
0.261,85316,400MFf+
0.292,07918,400
M∆
0.412,90425,700MPT
% Mpn(kN-m)(kip-in)Capacity
11
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Calculated Moment-Relative Rotation Curve
PT-MRF BFFD
W36X300
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Average βE = 28%
βE+ = 39%
βE- = 17%
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Test Setup
• 3/5 Length Scale Factor
• W21X111 Beam Specimen
• BFFD: 8-5/8” dia. A325 H.S. 
Bolts
• Vertical Orientation of Beam 
Specimen
Post
Tensioning W21X111
Beam Specimen
Cover Plates
BFFD
Test Frame
Actuator
W14X426
Column
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1Development of 
Post-Tensioned 
Column Bases for 
Self-Centering
Steel Moment Frames
Hoseok Chi and Judy Liu
Purdue University
U.S.-Taiwan Workshop on Self-Centering 
Structural Systems
Taipei, June 6-7, 2005
U.S.-Taiwan Workshop on Self-Centering Systems / Taipei June 6-7, 2005 / Hoseok Chi and Judy Liu / Purdue University 2
Outline
| Motivation – Post-Tensioned (PT) Column 
Bases for Self-Centering Moment Resistant 
Frames (SC-MRF)
| Modeling for PT Column Bases
| Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Response to Design Basis Earthquakes 
(DBE)
z Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices
| Conclusions and Future Work
2U.S.-Taiwan Workshop on Self-Centering Systems / Taipei June 6-7, 2005 / Hoseok Chi and Judy Liu / Purdue University 3
PT Column Bases for SC-MRF
Basement Grade Beam
SC-MRF
PT
Column
Bases
U.S.-Taiwan Workshop on Self-Centering Systems / Taipei June 6-7, 2005 / Hoseok Chi and Judy Liu / Purdue University 4
PT Column Bases for SC-MRF
Grade
Beam
PT
Steel
Keeper
ElementColumn
Column
Gap
Opening
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Outline
| Post-Tensioned (PT) Column Bases for 
Self-Centering Moment Resistant Frames 
(SC-MRF)
| Modeling for PT Column Bases
| Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Response to Design Basis Earthquakes 
(DBE)
z Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices
| Conclusions and Future Work
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Original Model
Basement
SC-MRF
Continuous
Columns
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Basement
SC-MRF
Original Model [Garlock 2002]
Continuous
Columns
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Original Model
SC-MRF
Column# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5
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PT Column Base
Grade
Beam
PT 
Strands
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PT Column Base
| Gap opening at top 
of grade beam
| Grade beams and 
basement columns 
modeled explicitly
| Shear resistance 
assumed (keeper 
elements)
| Gap opening, PT 
strands modeled as 
by Garlock [2002]
Grade
Beam
Gap 
Opening
PT 
Strands
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PT Column Base
Rotation
M
om
en
t
Decompression Moment
(Gap Opening)
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Outline
| Post-Tensioned (PT) Column Bases for 
Self-Centering Moment Resistant Frames 
(SC-MRF)
| Modeling for PT Column Bases
| Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Response to Design Basis Earthquakes 
(DBE)
z Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices
| Conclusions and Future Work
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Levels of Post-Tensioning (PT)
Rotation
M
om
en
t
Decompression Moment
(Gap Opening)
75% Column MyPT 75%
50% Column MyPT 50%
25% Column Yield 
Moment (My)
PT 25%
Decompression 
MomentLevel
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Levels of Post-Tensioning
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Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Nonlinear dynamic analyses of frame with 
PT 25%, PT 50%, PT 75% 
z Results compared to Original Model
z Ground Motion – Kobe DBE
| Maximum interstory drift comparable for all
| Yielding occurs in 1st story columns for all
U.S.-Taiwan Workshop on Self-Centering Systems / Taipei June 6-7, 2005 / Hoseok Chi and Judy Liu / Purdue University 16
P-M Interaction Diagram
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P-M Interaction (1st story columns)
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Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Higher PT 
results in lower 
residual drift
z Benefit 
marginal 
beyond PT 
25%
| Use PT 25%
Note: Height of 1st story is 15 ft;  0.3 in = 0.0017 radians.
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Outline
| Post-Tensioned (PT) Column Bases for 
Self-Centering Moment Resistant Frames 
(SC-MRF)
| Modeling for PT Column Bases
| Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Response to Design Basis Earthquakes 
(DBE)
z Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices
| Conclusions and Future Work
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Response to DBE
Original modeld
Theoretically-pinned bases (at grade)c
PT with energy dissipation (ED) devicesb
PT onlya
DescriptionModel
6 ground motions:
Northridge, Miyami-Oki, Kobe, 
Loma Prieta, Chi-Chi, Artificial
11
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Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices
Energy Dissipation 
(ED) Devices added 
at Column Flanges
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e
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Deformation
Rotation
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Interstory Drift – (a) PT only
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Interstory Drift – (b) PT with ED
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Residual Drift - (a) PT only
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Residual Drift - (b) PT with ED
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Interstory Drift (Loma Prieta)
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(a) PT only vs. (b) PT with ED
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Maximum Strain in Columns
(Loma Prieta)
Note: for Original Model, maximum strain is at the grade beam; 
for all others, maximum strain is at the top of the 1st story.
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Outline
| Post-Tensioned (PT) Column Bases for 
Self-Centering Moment Resistant Frames 
(SC-MRF)
| Modeling for PT Column Bases
| Levels of Post-Tensioning
| Response to Design Basis Earthquakes 
(DBE)
z Energy Dissipation (ED) Devices
| Conclusions and Future Work
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Conclusions and Future Work
| Recommended PT level – decompression 
at 25% column yield moment
| PT column base with ED may be best 
option, considering residual drift and 
maximum strain
| Future Work
z Design and detailing of PT column bases, 
including ED devices and keeper elements
z Experimental validation
z Analyses - response to maximum credible 
ground motions
1Seismic Behavior of Prestressed Precast
Reinforced Concrete Column to Base 
Connection
H. L. Hsu and J. H. Wan
Dept. of Civil Engineering
National Central University
Introduction
• Prestressed precast structural systems
– re-centering capability
– reduce residual deformation
• Requires effective base connection
Æbase connection governs the effective load 
transmission mechanism
2Design of base connection
• effective rigidity
– adequate prestress
• energy dissipation capability
– Connection stays intact
– No damage allowed
Æ adopt flexible material
• Rubber pad
Load –deformation relation for prestressed connection
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Energy dissipation for various types of base connection
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Specimen
• Column height: 3900mm
• Section: 650mm*650mm
• Foundation: 
2500mm*1500mm*1000mm
• Pit size: 
1100mm*1100mm*550mm
tendon
grout
coupleranchor
bolt
steel plate
column
column base
rubber
4Specimen installation
steel plate
coupler
steel plate
coupler
Non-shrink
grout
Column details
5Foundation details
• Movable nuts 
embedded in 
concrete
Test setup
6Load-deformation relationship
• Similar energy dissipation 
• Return to the original positions
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Rubber pad under compression
7Test results
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8Energy dissipation at various drift
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9System stiffness
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Stiffness due to rubber pad (Krc)
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Reduced rubber strength
• When strain >0.025 Æ Er2 =0.3 Er0
(Yamagishi and Kawashima 2004)
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Analytical results
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Conclusions
• Re-centering mechanisms of the 
connections were effectively sustained.
• The energy dissipating device added 
significant stiffness and exhibited stable 
hysteretic behavior under various 
magnitudes of prestress.
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1DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-CENTERING 
STEEL CONCENTRICALLY-BRACED 
FRAME SYSTEMS
K.-S. Lee, R. Sause, and J. Ricles
ATLSS Research Center
Department of Civil Engineering 
Lehigh University 
INTRODUCTION
Steel concentrically-braced frames (CBFs) under cyclic 
inelastic loading: 
- limited ductility capacity
Tests conducted at Ecole Polytechnique,
Montreal, Canada.
2INTRODUCTION - continued.
Previous research on seismic performance of self-centering 
systems:
- Unbonded post-tensioned precast wall systems  (Kurama
et al. 1999 ), 
- Frames with inclined and vertically-oriented, draped PT 
tendon systems (Pekcan et al. 2000).
- Steel MRFs with post-tensioned connections (Ricles   et 
al. 2001, 2002; Garlock et al. 2005; Rojas et al. 2005)
Suggest Self-centering (SC) concepts can be applied 
to Steel CBFs
To achieve exceptional ductility capacity and damage-free 
structural response
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PROTOTYPE SC-CBF
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4V-θroof Static Pushover Response of SC-CBF-b: 
Effect of Initial PT Force P0
Story drift capacity is greatly improved
compare to that of SC-CBF-a (1.4%).
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5Member Section Sizes
• Member section sizes satisfy the force demand at 
PT bar yielding (no structural damage).
• Column section for Conventional MRF: W14x426
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Column Axial Force Demand
• All columns in compression
• SC-CBF-b has greater column 
axial force demand.
SC-CBF-a
S-1: Decompression, S-2: PT bar yielding.
SC-CBF-b
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6Energy Dissipation (ED) Device
• Possible ED Devices:
Friction Damper, VE or Elastomeric Damper,
Buckling Restrained Brace.
• SC systems without added ED devices: 30 to 50% larger 
larger story drift demand compared to conventional 
earthquake resistant systems (El-Sheikh et al. 1999; 
Kurama et al. 1999, 2002 )
ED Element Increase in Structural Damping
Decrease in Story Drift Demand
ED Device and Hysteresis Loop
SC-CBF without ED
SC-CBF with ED
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7Relative Energy Dissipation Capacity, (βE)
βE = 0%
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A value of βE = 0.40 selected for this study.
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8Buckling Restrained Brace for ED Device
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Conclusions
• SC-CBF has large initial stiffness, drift control, 
exceptional ductility, with no structural damage.
• The base shear-roof drift response of a SC-CBF 
depends on : 
- the initial PT force 
- number of PT bars
- location of PT bars
- any additional damping force
9Research Needs for SC-CBFs
• PT systems and connection concepts for SC-CBFs
• Analytical models for SC-CBFs
• Initial laboratory studies of SC-CBFs
• Energy dissipation elements for SC-CBFs
• SC column base connections for SC-MRFs
• Design procedures for SC-CBFs with clear 
performance objectives and reliability concepts
• Large-scale tests on SC-CBF systems, including floor 
diaphragms
• Pseudo-dynamic or hybrid pseudo-dynamic tests of 
SC-CBFs with realistic seismic input
Future Work
• Nonlinear Dynamic Time History Analysis:
¾ Assess dynamic response of SC-CBF system,
¾ Develop and assess accurate procedure for 
estimating response for design purposes: member 
forces, story drift, anticipated limit states, and 
ductility demands,
¾ Develop and verify performance-based design 
procedure.
• Develop Concepts and Details:
¾ PT system,
¾ Column-base.
• Large-Scale Experimental Tests:
¾ to confirm seismic performance.
10
Questions ?
1Cyclic Tests of Unbonded Post-
tensioned Precast Beam-Column 
Joints with Energy Dissipating 
Devices
2005.6.6
Y.-K. Yeh , S. J. Hwang , C. H. Huang
National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering
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Summary
Specimens with energy dissipating devices 
performed good self-centering ability and good 
energy dissipating ability.
The jacket steel plates used to protect the 
contact surfaces of beam-column joints caused 
the concrete only had minor cracks.
The steel plates used as energy dissipators 
need special cares to prevent their buckling and 
sliding.
Thanks for your attention
1Maria E. Moreyra Garlock, P.E., Ph.D.
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Princeton University
FLOOR DIAPHRAGM INTERACTION
WITH
STEEL MOMENT RESISTING FRAMES
Self-Centering Concept 
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(3% Drift)
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3Self-Centering Concept
Decompression
(3% Drift)
gap opening
Limit states affected by 
gap opening:
• strand yielding
• beam local buckling
• energy dissipating 
element performance
• floor diaphragm 
performance
Self-Centering Concept
Behavior
2Δgapθr
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4Objective
Identify optimal configurations and 
provide design recommendations 
for self-centering moment resisting 
frame (SC-MRF) floor diaphragms.
Prototype Frame
--- PLAN ---
6-story : 6 bays @ 30 ft = 180 ft
4 @ 30' = 120'
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3 Collector Beam Study
a a
3 Collector Beams
45”
15”
section a-a
composite
action
Fiber elements 
to model 
decompression
Mass on 
“leaning 
column”
Basement 
stiffness
Interaction between 
gravity frame and MRF
Computational Model
6Nomenclature
W14x193
45”
15”
Nomenclature: 3D-303-309
# collector beams
C = constant CB size
D = different CB size in 
exterior/interior bay
collector beam stiffness (k/in) 
in exterior bays
collector beam 
strength (k)
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3 Collector Beam Study
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73 Collector Beam Study
Pseudo-Acceleration Response Spectra (DBE)
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3 Collector Beam Study
Effects of Stiffness
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Effects of Stiffness
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3 Collector Beam Study
Effects of Strength
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Yielding of collector beams…
3 Collector Beam Study
Conclusions
• Need to allow sufficient θr to develop 
before collector beams yield
(i.e. ΔCB,yield > θr,demand*db/2)
• More redundancy is needed.
• A design with a simpler construction is 
desirable.
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15 Collector Beam Study
2Δgapθr
ΔgapΔgap2Δgap
15 Collector Beams
15’
15 Collector Beam Study
• Analytic Solution (Hand Calculations)
– verify computational models
– used in the future to develop design 
procedures
11
CL
Collector Beam Deformation
Δgap
½ Δgap
½ Δgap
CL
Collector Beam Deformation
1/2 Δgap
Δgap
3/2 Δgap
2 Δgap
Collector beam (CB) deformations 
assuming axially rigid beams 
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CL
Collector Beam Deformation
1/2 Δgap-δxj
Δgap-δxj
3/2 Δgap-δxj
2 Δgap-δxj
However, the beams do have axial 
flexibility and they shorten an amount ,δ, 
due to the forces imposed by the CBs
j = CB number
x = floor number
SC-MRF Beam Axial Forces
F6
F5
F4
F3
F2
F1
Axial Force in each segment (i) at floor x = 
Pxi = sum of:
post-tension force (Tx) +
portion of floor inertia force (Fxi) +
sum of collector beam force (fxi)
Tx Tx
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CL
SC-MRF Beam Axial Forces
1 2 3 4      5       6      7 8
segment #’s
develops largest axial 
force =
Tx+Σfxj+11Fx/120
fx1
fxj = the force developed in the 
collector beam number j at 
floor x
fx2 fx3 fx4 fx5 fx6 fx7
j=1
7
SC-MRF Beam Axial Forces
• Static Pushover analysis is used to compare 
the analytical model to the computer model 
results
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3 CB vs. 15 CB
• 3 Collector Beam Model
– Kcb = 303 k/in; fp = 309 k
• 15 Collector Beam Model
– Kcb = 260 k/in; fp = 300 k
• Both subject to the same suite of 
ground motions
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3 CB vs. 15 CB
Relative Displacement
0.030.020.70.5TAR (15CB)
0.340.012.20.9TAR (3CB)
0.060.020.70.3MIY (15CB)
0.550.364.71.2MIY (3CB)
0.050.010.60.3KOB (15CB)
2.940.524.21.5KOB (3CB)
0.040.010.40.3GIL (15CB)
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0.290.011.20.7CHI (3CB)
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(Δframe – Δfloor)residualΔframe – Δfloor (in)
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Beam Strains
ART-MCE
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3 CB vs. 15 CB
Conclusion
• 15 CB design is better, BUT Kcb = 260 k/in 
is too stiff.
• Redesign 15 CB model with smaller Kcb.
15 CB Design Revised
(15C-35-100)
W14x193 (strong axis bending)
15’
Kcb = 35 k/in
fp = 100 k
18
15 CB Design Revised
(15D-35-100)
W14x193 (strong axis bending)
15’ 12’
exterior interior
Kcb = 35 k/in 70 k/in
fp = 100 k 120 k
exterior exteriorinterior
• Collector beam stiffness must be large enough 
to limit the amount of relative displacement… 
but must be small enough to limit the axial 
forces developed in the beams.
• The displacement at which collector beams 
yield must be large enough to allow adequate 
relative rotation to develop (limit collector beam 
yielding).
Summary & Conclusions
19
• 15 CB model is a better design than 3 CB 
model (constructability & redundancy).
• Analytical model adequately estimates 
the collector beam response on the PT 
frames.
Summary & Conclusions
• Design with 11 CBs.
• Include local buckling in the model.
Current/Future Work
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Problem Statement
 Structural health monitoring
 Detection and localization of damages in 
structures
 Current systems
 Sensors placed along structure
 Connected to a centralized location 
 Wired
 Processed with data acquisition system
 Usually offline
 Problems:
 Scalability
 Real-world implementability
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 4
Sensor networks in general
Sensor Network Characteristics:
 Many distributed sensing nodes
 Size-constrained, energy-
constrained, Bandwidth-
constrained,
 Peer-to-peer communication
 Usage: Data aggregation & 
distributed queries
 Long-running hw, software
Base Station
query
data
Sensor
query
data data
Diverse Applications:
 Science: environmental, habitat 
monitoring, …
 Commercial: Traffic monitoring, 
social networks, manufacturing 
control, …
 Other: Aging-in-place, 
telemedicine, hazardous waste 
detection, …
 Homeland Security
3Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 5
Why Sensor Networks
 Scalable
 Finer spatial sampling  
 Rapid deployment
 Robustness
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 6
Challenges
 Reliable data delivery
 Unreliable radio transmissions
 Unpredictable interference
 High data sampling rate
 Each node sampling at 100 Hz or above
 30KB/s (50 node,16- bit sample, 100Hz, 3- axis) 
 Resource constraints
 Limited bandwidth and memory 
 Energy efficiency
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ZebraNet (Prof. Martonosi)
 Goal: Biologists want to track animals 
long-term, over long distances
 Interactions within a species? 
 Interactions between species?
 Impact of human development? 
 Current technology is limited:
 VHF Triangulation is difficult & error-prone
 GPS trackers limit data to coarse sampling 
and require collar retrieval
 Overall, energy and info retrieval are key 
limiters
 Peer-to-peer offers opportunity to improve
5Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 9
ZebraNet Hardware
Photo courtesy of Prof. 
Martonosi
Oct ‘03
Microcontroller
TI MSP430
16-bit RISC
~2KB RAM, 60KB ROM
8MHz/32KHz dual clock
ATMEL FLASH
~80 days data capacity
GPS
10-20s position fix time
Maxstream Radio
0.5-1mile transmit range
Power supplies, solar modules, charging circuits
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 10
Daily/weekly;
Car or Plane
ZebraNet: Basic System Operation
Tracking
Node C
CC
Tracking
Node B
BB AA
BB AA
CC
Potentially much later
and far from node A…
CC BB AA
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Current approaches
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with hand-tuned 
pre-programmed constants
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Situation-aware routing: 
Mobility-aware routing
optim
ization
s
   
with mobility-adaptive strategies
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• We use DSR as the base protocol and implement MARio atop it
• The performance comparison is among the following protocols:
• Base DSR, Offline (GA), Online (LTA) and ORPD (Oracle)
• Performance breakdown demonstrates operation (prefetch/decay) 
accuracy:
• Prefetch only, Decay only, Prefetch and decay
	
 	
	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Situation-aware routing: 
Mobility-aware routing II
optim
ization
s
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Example: Markov Model based on 
route cache lifetimes

	
	
	
22%2.12.78 pkts/s
27%34.14 pkts/s
16%5.26.22 pkts/s
% latency 
improvement
Markov 
approach
Original 
(DSR)
Traffic Rate
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Problem: Sensor network design for 
structure monitoring
 Goals:
 Reliable routing supporting high data-rate applications
 Support dynamic system adaptation (situation-aware)
 In-network processing to support localization of 
damage assessment
 Network Research
 Situation-aware routing: Link-reliability-aware 
routing
 Network Engineering
 Node selection
 Sensor selection
10
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Situation-aware routing: Link-
reliability-aware routing
 Why situation-aware
 High-rate data
 Unreliable radio
 Unpredictable traffic 
 Interference
 Current routing:
 Shortest-path does not work well
 ETX: expected number of (re)transmissions
 Fails to work when congested, radios see bad 
interference and poor transmissions
 Needs a way to find the best path
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 20
Situation-aware routing: 
Link reliability-aware routing
optim
ization
s
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

Predicts and adapts to link reliability metric
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Sensor
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Current approach: ETX
 Definition:
 P(forward), P(backward)
 ETX = 1/(P(forward)*P(backward)
 ETX=(etx1 + etx2 + … + etxn) with n number 
of hops from source to destination
 Performs much better than shortest-path 
based routing in low-rate network
 Fails to distinguish between good links and 
bad links when rate reaches 2pkt/s
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 22
Situation-aware
 We propose to use machine learning techniques to 
distinguish {good,bad} links even when ETX method 
fails
 Our method does not depend on exchange of traffic 
to infer link quality
 We use decision trees to build up the correlation 
between observable local features, such as buffer 
size, channel clear assess, etc, to infer link quality
 C4.5 decision tree has 85% accuracy with cross-
testing accuracy of 78%
12
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Structure simulator (M. Dobossy and 
Prof. E. VanMarcke)
 Monte-Carlo simulator in Matlab
 Models building characteristics
 Models structure behavior in earthquake
 Output traffic data for each sensor point
 These data are synthesized and input into 
real-world testbeds for evaluation  
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 24
Evaluation methodology: Testbed
 Why testbed?
 Real-world situation
 Open-source platform for experiments
 Reduce the time to explore network performance
 MoteLab (Harvard)
 30 MicaZ nodes
 Web interface
 Deployed in an building with sensors spread across 
offices
 Mirage (Berkeley): 100 nodes
13
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Motelab floormap & radio 
connections
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 26
Preliminary Results
 Single-floor building, 30 sensor nodes
 Trace injected into Harvard Motelab 30-node 
testbed
 Performance metrics:
 Data success rate
 Percentage of data packets successfully received 
at the base station 
 Average packet latency
14
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Results (with simulated structures 
traffic)
 Success rate
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 28
Results (with synthetic Poisson traffic)
Average packet latency
15
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Results (with synthetic Poisson traffic)
Success rate
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Related Work in Structure Monitoring
 Golden Gate Bridge (Berkeley, UCLA, etc)
 Accelerometers, motes, 40 along the bridge.
 Wisden (USC)
 Focus on reliable routing, data compression and data 
synchronization
 Accelerometers, Mica-2 motes, 10 on a single floor.
 Sensametrics (Stanford startup)
 Started off NSF-funded research at Stanford
 Startup funded through NIST ATP grant
 Dense network of wireless sensing units
 Accelerometers, Temperature sensor, custom-designed 
nodes.
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Golden Gate Bridge 
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Wisden Deployment
 Seismic test structure
 Full scale model of an 
actual hospital ceiling 
structure
 Four Seasons building 
 Damaged four-storey 
office building 
subjected to forced-
vibration 
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 34
Wisden Implementation
 Hardware 
 Mica2 motes 
 Vibration card (MDA400CA 
from Crossbow)
 High frequency sampling 
(up to 20KHz)
 16 bit samples
 Programmable anti-
aliasing filter
 Software
 TinyOS
 Additional software
 64-bit clock component
 Modified vibration card 
firmware
18
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Sensametrics’ Solution
Dense networks of wireless “intelligent” sensing units
Alerts
Assessments
Recommendations
(decision-support
system)

WORKSTATION
IP
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Sensametrics technology Based on Research at Stanford 
University 
 NSF supported research at 
Stanford University - CMS-
95261-2, CMS-9988909, and 
CMS-0121842
 1996- First wireless sensing 
units built and tested, Straser, 
Kiremidjian and Meng– Patent 
No. 6,292,108
 Proof of concept – 5 units 
tested at the Alamosa 
Canyon Bridge, NM
Side View
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Frequency Response of the 2-Degree of Freedom Structure
Floor 2
Floor 1
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Sensor network engineering issues
 Node selection
 Berkeley Motes
 Intel Motes
 Sensametrics nodes
 Sensor selection
 Gap measurement is key
 Preliminary candidates
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 38
Berkeley Motes
 MicaZ
 CC2420
 AVR (8-bit, 4/128k)
 MMCX
 Maintains compatibility 
with previous mote 
generations/sensors
 Telos
 CC2420
 MSP430 (16-bit 2/60k)
 Internal & SMA
 New single board design 
with USB for ultra low 
power
 New architecture = new 
low power mechanisms
20
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Intel Mote II
ARM* core
SRAM
FLASH
BT radio
Stackable 
connectors 
(top and 
bottom)
2.4 GHz 
antenna
Multicolor 
status LED
Optional 
external 
antenna 
connector
Optional 
voltage 
regulator 
(bottom)
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others
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Sensametrics’ Phase I structural 
wireless sensing unit:
General Features:
• Up to four sensors collecting 
data simultaneously
•Accelerometers – 3 axis
•Temperature gauge
•Strain gauge
• On board data collection and 
storage
• Back-up storage on flash card
• Wireless data transmission
• Sensing unit synchronization 
• Tested in laboratory setting
2.5”
4”
1.5”
21
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Sensing Unit Validation Tests 
 Validation tests performed at
 The John A. Blume 
Earthquake Engineering 
Center at Stanford on 
one-dimensional shake 
table
 The University of Nevada 
Reno – on a reinforced 
concrete bridge column
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 42
Reno Test Results
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Other Concerns
 Software development
 Ease of deployment
 Support for high-sampling data acquisition
 System maintenance
Peh, Wang, Martonosi (Princeton) 44
Current Status
 Node selection
 Motes may not support high sampling rate and needed 
sensors but has large application and software 
infrastructure
 In discussion with Sensametrics
 Sensor selection
 Low-cost, robust gap measurement sensor
 Investigations undergoing
 Protocol design
simulatorsi ulator testbedtestbed deploymentdeploy ent
23
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Future Work
 Network research
 Adaptive machine learning scheme
 The current design does learning only once before 
the protocol deployment
 Works well but hardly adaptive to highly varying 
environments
 Periodically learning to build up adaptive metrics 
maps for online routing usage
 Situation-aware neighborhood management
 Situation-aware MAC
 Situation-aware traffic control
 Network engineering
 Prototyping of network
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Conclusion
 Structure health monitoring challenges sensor 
network design  
 Situation-aware routing can allow deployment to 
adapt to actual scenarios
 Link-reliability-aware routing handles high data rates of 
structure monitoring networks
 Prototype engineering under way
 Simulator and network testbed in place
 Node and sensor selection and engineering
 Situation-aware routing prototyped on sensor nodes on 
actual test structures
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Shear Strength Prediction of 
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Shear Demand of Joint under Earthquake
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Experimental verification
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Experimental 
Verification
Experimental Data
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（Priestley and MacRae 1996）
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Lateral Force-Displacement Response
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6.396.39
Variation of Depth
Priestley and 
MacRae 1996
cf ′
K
ζ
strA
θ
jhV
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85.0
592
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Effect of Column Depth
85.0
,
, =
testjh
SSTjh
V
V
Possible Failure
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Effect of Joint Hoops
0044.0=hρ
24
in
24
in
0=hρ
dC
jvV
jhV
dC
jvV
jhV
6@3# ′′
Effect of Joint Hoops
××′×= θζ cosstrcjh AfV
659592
46.646.9
275280
0.5040.504
1.081.13
6.396.39
Variation ofPriestley and 
MacRae 1996
cf ′
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ζ
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jhV
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K
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11.1
,
, =
testjh
SSTjh
V
V
Effect of Joint Hoops
Shear Strength 
O.K.
Effect of Axial Loads
P=200k                 → P=2147k ( )cg fA ′5.0
Cb
dC
Cb
Cc
Cc°9.46 °65
( )cg fA ′05.0
59.8 ′′ 1.18 ′′
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Effect of Axial Loads
××′×= strcjh AfV ζ
686592
6546.9
470280
0.5040.504
1.071.13
6.396.39
Variation of PPriestley and MacRae 1996
cf ′
K
ζ
strA
θ
jhV
16.1
592
=686
K θcos
Effect of Axial Loads
16.1
,
, =
testjh
SSTjh
V
V
Shear Strength 
O.K.
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Summary
z The SST Model is Applicable to 
Precast Beam-Column Joint with
Unbonded Tendons.
z The Joint Shear Strength of the 
Post-Tensioned Seismic  
Structural Systems should be 
Carefully Designed.
1998/
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Thank you for 
Attention
ACI Joint Strength
jcjh AfV ′= γ
013.00044.0 =<= ACIprovided ρρ
12=∴γ
2824639012, ××=ACIjhV
592645 ,, =>= testjhACIjh VV O.K.
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ACI Comparison






 
1PISA3D: An Object-oriented Nonlinear 
Structural Analysis Software
Bo-Zhou LIN and Keh-Chyuan TSAI
National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering
• Background and Visions of 
Finite Element Analysis
• Why Use PISA3D
• Functions of PISA3D
• Verification Examples of PISA3D
• Summary
Outline
2• Finite Element is numerical simulation of 
real object.
• Computer simulation is a rapid and 
economic tool on earthquake engineering.
• The complex parameters of numerical 
models should be adjusted by practical 
experiments. 
• No programs can satisfy all the 
requirements of structural simulation.
Background of Finite Element Analysis
Developed Finite Element Analysis Tools
 Commercial packages
– User friendly
– Less flexibility 
– Examples: 
 ABAQUS / ANSYS
– General finite element analysis
 SAP / ETABS
– For civil / structural engineers
 Academic packages
– Necessary for research, plentiful libraries 
– Poor in graphical user interface 
– Examples: 
 DRAIN series
(DRAIN-2D; DRAIN-2DX; DRAIN-3DX, by UC Berkeley)
(DRAIN2D+ & VIEW2D by NTU)
 OpenSees
3• A nonlinear 3D structural analysis 
program for engineers and academic 
researchers.
• A user friendly software with powerful
program libraries.
• An extensible and maintainable software 
framework with object-oriented
techniques.
Visions of Finite Element Analysis
• Static/dynamic analysis; Linear/nonlinear
analysis.
• Plentiful material/element models to serve 
Steel/RC/Composite structures.
• High efficiency/performance of analysis.
• Object-oriented concept for engineers and 
developers. 
• Friendly user interface.
Why Use PISA3D?
Platform of Inelastic Structural Analysis
for 3D Systems
4z Nonlinear Static Analysis
One Step, Load Control, Displacement Control
z Modal Analysis
Mode Shapes and Periods
z Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis
Time-History of Ground Acceleration
z Combined Analysis
Static, dynamic, eigen analyses can be combined 
in any preferred order in a single run.
EX: { Disp. Ctrl. + Disp. Ctrl. + … } 
{ Dynamic + Dynamic + … + Modal + … }
{ Dynamic + Disp. Ctrl. + … }
Analysis Method Library of PISA3D
Nonlinear elements in the framework
BilinearElastic
Element
Truss
Material
Hardening
BeamColumn Joint
DegradingPanel Damper Bilinear
Elastic Bilinear02
5σ
ε
1.0
Fyc
Fyt
(Strain Hardening Ratio)×Ei
1.0
Ei
σ
ε
Bilinear Material
Current State
Bounding Surface
(Isotropic Hardening)
Yielding Surface
(Kinematic Hardening)
F1
F2 σ
ε
z Two-Surface Plastic Hardening Model
Hardening Material
6S1: Stiffness
Degrading
( 0.0 ~ ∞ )
σ
ε
Fyt
-Fyt×S1
S2: Strength 
Deterioration
( 0.0 ~ 1.0 )
σ
ε
FMAX
FNEW = FMAX×S2
S3: Pinching ( 0.0 ~ 1.0 )
σ
ε
FMAX
FNEW
UMAX
UMAX×S3
z Three Parameters Degrading Model
Degrading Material
z Three Parameters Degrading Model
Degrading Material
σ
ε
σ
ε
• Allow the second set of 3 Parameters
7σ
ε
Fyc
Fyt
(SHR+)×(Ei+)
Ei+
Ei-
(SHR-)×(Ei-)
σ
ε
Loading
Loading
Unloading
Unloading
Bilinear-elastic Material
Bilinear-elastic Material
Strain
St
re
ss
Degrading
BilinearElastic
Superposition
zDegrading+BilinearElastic
Strain
St
re
ss
Bilinear
BilinearElastic
Superposition
zBilinear+BilinearElastic
8σ
ε
Yielding in Tension
Buckling in Compression
Bilinear02 Material
Strain
St
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ss
Bilinear
Bilinear02
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300
600
900
1200
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zTension only material (Cable Behavior)
z Two Force Member
Truss Element
9X
Y
ZFX MX MZi
MZj
MYi
MYj
VYi
VYj
VZi
VZj
z Hinge Model
BeamColumn Element
MZ/MZ_yieldMY/MY_yield
P/P_yield
P
P/P_y
MZ/MZ_y
A(pMA, pPA)B(pMB, pPB)
D(pMB, -pPB) C(pMA, -pPA)
z Steel Type
MZ/MZ_y
MY/MY_y
0.1
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Interaction Surface of BeamColumn
10
•Panel Zone
Joint Element
Node-INode-J
Θ
Controlled DOF
Joint
Element
 Panel Element
Panel Element
11
zKelvin Model
K
C
ηUCFD &×=
UKFS ×=
-400
-200
0
200
400
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
Extension
A
xi
al
 F
or
ce
Visco-Elastic Damper
Viscous Damper
Damper Element
PISA3D
A 2 stories BRB Frame
Kgf
M
ControlData GeometricNL 1
Analysis Dynamic………….
PISA3D
A 2 stories BRB Frame
Kgf
M
ControlData GeometricNL 1
Analysis Dynamic………….
Text –Based 
Input
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.000E+000    0.000E+000   
0.000E0.000E+000  0.000E+000    
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.000E+000    0.000E+000
60.000    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
PISA3D  Element History Records 
File
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.00 E+00     0. 0 E+000   
0.00 E .00 E+000  .000E+000    
0.00 E+0 0   .00 E+00   
0.00 E+00     0. 0 E+000
60.000    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
PISA3D  Element History Records 
File
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.000E+000    0.000E+000   
0.000E+000  0.000E+000    
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.000E+000    0.000E+000   
0.000E+000  0.000E+000    
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.000E+000    0.000E+000
60.000    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
PISA3D  Element History Records 
File
0.000E+000   0.000E+000  
0.00 E+00     0. 0 E+000   
0.00 E+00   .00 E+ 00    
0.00 E+00    . 0 E+00   
0.00 E+00     0. 0 E+000   
0.00 E+00   .00 E+ 00    
0.00 E+00    . 0 E+00   
0.00 E+00     0. 0 E+000
60.000    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
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0.000E+000    
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0   0   0   0 
PISA3D  Element 
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0.000E+000   
0.00 E+00   
0.00 E+00     
00.0 E+0   
0.000E+ 00    
0.00 E+00
60.000    0   0   0   0   
0   0       
PISA3D  Element 
History Records File
Text File Output
Visual Pre-Processor Input VISA3D Output
User Interface of PISA3D
12
z Graphic post-process program VISA3D. [F.W. Hsu and K.C. Tsai 2003]
z Check the Model before Analysis
z Graphic post-process program VISA3D. [F.W. Hsu and K.C. Tsai 2003]
z Static or Dynamic Display of  the Deformed Shape
13
z Time History Plot
z Graphic post-process program VISA3D. [F.W. Hsu and K.C. Tsai 2003]
z Graphic post-process program VISA3D. [F.W. Hsu and K.C. Tsai 2003]
z Plastic Hinge Distribution Analyzed by PISA3D
14
Visual Pre-Processor of PISA3D
[M.C. JHUANG and K.C. TSAI 2005]
15
1.Use Rubber Band to select the element.
2.Use PopupMenu to select the Interface.
3.Show the Element Load Assignment Form.
Visual Pre-Processor of PISA3D
[M.C. JHUANG and K.C. TSAI 2005]
SapToPisa
To convert SAP2000 Version 7.xx S2K file into PISA3D
[J. W. LI 2004]
Team Engineering Consultant Ltd.
SAP2000 PISA3D
16
z Story Height:
1F : 4.5m
BF and 2~6F : 4m
z Damper Properties
z Total analysis time cost:
SAP2000: 3 Hours
PISA3D: 10 Minutes
Direction FVDF_NL1
η 
FVDF_NL2 
η 
E-W (long) 0.75 1.2 
S-N (short) 0.3 1.8 
 
Verification Examples ~ 1
Dynamic Analysis of a 6F FVD Frame
FVDF_NL1 S-N Dir.
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η=0.75
η=0.3
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Posttension bars + Energy dissipating bars
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25000
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Displacement (m)
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Experiment
PISA3D
Verification Examples ~ 2
A pre-stressed BC connection testing
[C.C. CHOU and S.J. JHUANG 2004] 
-110
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Experiment
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Panel
Element
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Verification Examples ~ 3
Cyclic Loading of a 2 Stories RC Frame with Brick Walls
[Y.T. WENG et al. 2000]
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Bilinear Material
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0
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) Experiment
PISA3D
Hardening Material
Verification Examples ~ 4
Cyclic Loading of a Buckling Restrained Brace
[S.L. LIN and K.C. TSAI 2003]
[K.C. TSAI et al. 2005]
http://substructure-brbf.ncree.org/
Analysis Example ~ 5
Substructural Pseudo Dynamic Tests of a 2-story BRB Frame
Subjected to Bi-directional Earthquake Loads
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Analysis Example ~ 5
Substructural Pseudo Dynamic Tests of a 2-story BRB Frame
Subjected to Bi-directional Earthquake Loads
CHY024NS PGA=0.39g
Event 3
Hazard Level: 2% in 50 years
CHY024EW PGA=0.67g
[M.C. JHUANG 2005]
Analysis Example ~ 5
3-Stroies Full Scale CFT/BRB Composite Frame
[K.C. TSAI et al. 2003]
http://cft-brbf.ncree.gov.tw
3B1 3B2 3B3
2B1 2B2 2B3
1B1 1B2 1B3
1BRB
2BRB
3BRB
C1 C2 C2 C1
3@7m
3@
4m
3@
4m
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Analysis Example ~ 5
3-Stroies Full Scale CFT/BRB Composite Frame
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BRB Element Test
Analysis Example ~ 6
Shaking Table Test of a One Story Frame with VE Damper
Beam: H148X100X6X9mm
Column: □150X150X6mm 
Height: 190cm 
VE damper: ISD111
D2
D1
[C. Y. CHEN and K.C. CHANG 2004]
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PISA3D Analytical Response
Experiment
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Verification Examples ~ 7
Dynamic Analysis of a BRB Frame
22
• PISA3D can effectively construct 
nonlinear numerical models and 
analyze them.
• It is confirmed that PISA3D provides 
good analytical performance.
• Keeping developing libraries and 
integrating with other software is 
important.
Summary
Thanks for your attention.
PISA3D website:
http://pisa.ncree.org.tw
For free download and forum.
1Seismic Response of 
Structural Systems Using 
Self-Centering Connections
Authors：K.C. Tsai, C.C. Chou, S.J. Jhuang
Introduction
Structural systems, designed to dissipate the input 
energy by inelastic deformations under seismic loads, 
will have residual displacements. Post-tensioned 
structural systems, with self-centering property and 
energy-dissipating devices, seems to be the solution of 
the dilemma described above.
Bilinear-Elastic / 
Elasto-Plastic (BP)
2Nonspec is the program used in this research to 
construct the inelastic response spectra.
Original material model of Nonspec：
Bilinear Model & Degrading Model
F
0
Bilinear Elasto-Plastic 
(EP)
Yielding branch
Unloading branch
Introduction of Nonspec
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In order to simulate the hysteresis loops of post-tensioned 
systems, a new material model, called bilinear-elastic and 
elasto-plastic model (BP), is added to NONSPEC.
βs=1/3
βr=1/2
New Hysteretic Model
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3F
(EP)
F
(BE)
Kep=βsKbe Fep=βrFbe
Kep Kbe
Fep Fbe
Responses Spectrum Analysis
(Christopoulos et al. 2003)
Responses Spectrum Analysis
2. Five ductility ratios µ=1,2,4,6,8
3. Six combinations of initial stiffness ratio (βs) and 
yielding strength ratio (βr)：
βs=1/2 , βr=1/2
βs=1/3 , βr=1/2
βs=1/6 , βr=1/2
βs=1/3 , βr=1/3
βs=1/6 , βr=1/3
βs=1/6 , βr=1/6
4. Two hysteretic model：EP model and BP model
5. Period : 0.15 sec ~ 5 sec
6. Two soil types：near fault and soil type I
Parameters varied as follows:
1. Post-yielding stiffness ratio α=0.05 and damping ratio=0.02
4Responses Spectrum Analysis
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6Responses Spectrum Analysis
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7Post-tensioned Beam-to-Column Joint
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8Post-tensioned Beam-Column Joint
C.C. Chou  2004
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6F Frame Analysis
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96F Frame Analysis
Earthquake Record PGA PGA of 475 years
Site
Conditions
(NEHRP)
WSM180 0.21 0.3 D
ICC090 0.25 0.3 D
G02090 0.32 0.32 D
CAP090 0.38 0.36 D
AND360 0.24 0.37 C
FRE090 0.1 0.31 C
STG090 0.32 0.38 C
IND090 0.11 0.32 D
PSA090 0.09 0.31 D
CLW-TR 0.42 0.33 C
MVH090 0.14 0.26 C
LOS270 0.48 0.35 D
CNP196 0.42 0.35 D
MUL279 0.52 0.31 C
MU2125 0.44 0.38 C
WST270 0.36 0.32 C
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6F Frame Analysis
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6F Frame Analysis
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Conclusions-1
z With the increase of βs and/or the decrease of βr, the 
ratio of hysteretic energy to earthquake input energy 
(HE/IE) is increased.
z According to static pushover analysis, the initial 
stiffness of post-tensioned structural system is similar 
to that of moment resisting structural systems.
z From the results of dynamic analysis, the average peak 
displacements of post-tensioned structural systems are 
greater than those of moment resisting structural 
systems. And the average base shear of post-tensioned 
structural systems is less than that of moment resisting 
structural systems.
Conclusions-2
z The post-tensioned structural system is very effective 
in reducing residual displacements.
z When plastic hinges are formed at the columns of first 
story, the self-centering property of the post-tensioned 
structural system could not be developed very well.
14
z Perform analysis of 3-story frame and 9-
story frame
z Compute hysteresis energy of post-
tensioned beam-to-column connections 
of structural systems
z Construct analytic model of the columns 
at first story
Futures
Thank you for attention!!!
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2Objectives
• Cost effective: an alternative for testing on large or full scale 
specimen
• Data sharing: to make most out of limited hardware resource
• Instant world wide participation: benefits for purposes of 
research, education, and collaboration.
Virtual Lab
In
te
rn
et
Command generation
Facility control – Lab #1
Facility control – Lab #2
Researcher / guest
Two L-shape 
reaction wall 
needed
Demands
• Environment independent
- Different facility controllers, control programs, OS, computer hardware
• Event reflective
- Change of running state: READY, RUNNING, HOLDING, INTERRUPTED_TEMP, INTERRUPTED, FINISHED
- Lab events: specimen adjustment, control problems, … etc.
- Human conversation
• Easy Incorporation
- Allow existing command generation and facility control programs to be easily incorporated
• Efficient transmission
- For minimum time spent in data transferring and promptly reflective system
• Data security
- To prevent malicious attack
• Friendly individual participation
3Internet-based Simulation on 
Earthquake Engineering (ISEE)
ServerCGM
DB
server
Viewer
PNSE
Camera
FCM #1 FCM #2
CGM: Command Generation Module
FCM: Facility Control Module
NSEP data packets
based on TCP/IP
commands
responses
Video server
Web
server
PNSE (Platform for Networked Structural Experiments)
NSEP (Networked Structural Experiment Protocol)
• SD_ERROR
• SD_LOGIN
• SD_PRJINFO
• SD_SIGNALINFO
• SD_PRJSTATE
• SD_CLNSTATE
• SD_CPSCMD
• SD_IDVCMD
• SD_IDVRSP
• SD_CPSRSP
• SD_SIGNAL
• SD_DISCUSS
Length Type Data
2 bytes 1 byte n bytes
Packet composition
Server Client
packet
packet
• Command cycle
- SD_CPSCMD, SD_IDVCMD
- SD_IDVRSP, SD_CPSRSP
- SD_SIGNAL
• Active notification
- To yield an event-driven and truly cooperative system
- To save networked resources
- To enhance overall efficiency
- To accommodate more complex interactions in
the future
4Experimental Validation
NCREE Lab NTU Lab
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2.
37
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Y
X
Y
concrete infilled
double tube• 3 Tests
- Test A: Domestic
- Test B: Transnational (CGM at Stanford)
- Test C: Transnational (Server at Stanford)
• Test results: displacement histories
Test C, NTU, Y dir, TCU 082, PGA=9.13gal, M=235.6ton,  =2%
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Experimental Validation (cont.)
85%
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1%
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21%
0%
71% 58%
16%
16%
1%
4%
5%
S F
C
F
F
FC SF
FC S Test A (domestic) Test B (CGM Stanford) Test C (server Stanford)
Internet (CGM ⇔ Server)
Internet (FCM ⇔ Server)
Server works
CGM works
FCM works (actuator control)
FCM works (miscellaneous) 0.1608<0.01<0.01Ping
0.17010.00390.0046PNSE
NCREE ⇔ Server
0.1625<0.01<0.01Ping
NTU ⇔ Server
0.16510.00560.0037PNSE
0.16530.1628<0.01Ping
0.16930.16610.0008PNSE
CGM ⇔ Server
Test CTest BTest AProgramCommunication
5Experimental Validation (cont.)
Test C (Time consumed in network)
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Time consumed in internet between Analysis and Server per step
Time consumed in internet between Server and Facility Control in NTU per step
Time consumed in internet between Server and Facility Control in NCREE per step
• Time consumed in data transferring over the Internet 
is quite stable
PDT on 3-story CFT/BRB Frame
FCM, Windows XP
CGM, FreeBSD
PNSE server, Windows XP
Database server
MS SQL Server
Windows 2003
Web server
Windows 2003
Web guest
Web guest
Web guest
http://cft-brbf.ncree.gov.tw/fs.html/
6Sub-structural PDT on a BRBF
MRF in x-direction, T1 = 0.69 sec
MRF+BRBF in z-direction, T2 = 0.57 sec
PISA3D Model
• Two-direction excitations
BRBF Substructure
• Rigid diaphragm
Sub-structural PDT on a Bridge
1.2 m0.36 m0.72 m0.3 mScaled Inside Diameter
1.2 m1.8 m1.8 m1.5 mOriginal Inside Diameter
2.0 m0.6 m1.2 m0.5 mScaled Outside Diameter
2.0 m3.0 m3.0 m2.5 mOriginal Outside Diameter
5 m3 m6m2 mScaled Height
5 m15 m15 m10 mOriginal Height
100%20%40%20%Scale Factor
NumericalNTUNCREECarletonLaboratory
P4 P3P2P1
 
10m 15m
5m
15m
40m 40m 40m 40m 40m 
P1 
P2 P3
P4
Carleton 
1/5 scale NCREE 
2/5 scale
NTU 
1/5 scale
HuNan
1/5 scale
7Conclusions and Future Works
• All data including command and lab feedback can be 
correctly transmitted on the Internet by the proposed 
PNSE.
• Efficiency of PNSE is quite satisfactory. Less than 
0.1701 second is needed for a packet to make a round 
trip between Taiwan and Stanford.
• Implementation of relevant database storage and web 
pages for easier experiment setup, efficient data display, 
secured data distribution.
• Design and implementation of the functionality of 
supervisor participation.
• Implementation of the useful tools such as electric 
notebook.
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Panel Session Resolutions:  US-Taiwan Collaboration 
 
The following are the resolutions that resulted from the panel session. These resolutions 
identify areas for future collaboration. Identified next to most of these are the names of 
U.S. researchers who will lead the U.S.-side of the collaboration. 
 
(1) NCREE consider investigating alternative component details for both SC-MRF and 
SC-CBF, including: floor diaphragm details (Garlock), column base details (Liu), 
moment connection details; and energy dissipation devices (Sause and Ricles). Compare 
with results from NEES-SG: SC Project. NCREE and NEES-SG: SC teams collaborate 
on studies to normalize and compare existing and future test data. 
• Standardized testing protocol  
• Standardized presentation of experimental results (Sause and Ricles) 
• Create database of “metadata” (specimens, instrumentation, calibration, 
experimental results, etc.)  
 
(2) NCREE and NEES-SG: SC teams collaborate on developing performance-based 
design procedure for SC systems; use of structural reliability concepts; reliability-based 
performance assessment. Identify similarities and differences in design approaches used 
by NCREE and NEES-SG: SC teams (VanMarcke, Sause, Ricles). 
• Identification of limit states 
• Determine intensity of ground motion at which each limit state would occur 
• Determine probability that each limit state would be reached 
 
(3) NCREE consider investigating alternative network and sensors, and compare with 
results from NEES-SG: SC Project (VanMarcke, Peh). 
• Application of network and sensors in both component and large scale dynamic 
testing 
• Real-time application of sensors on structures 
 
(4) NCREE and NEES-SG: SC teams collaborate on finite element modeling methods of 
SC subassemblies and systems, for both static and dynamic analysis applications; 
(Garlock, Sause, Ricles) 
• Development of contact, gap-opening, and fiber elements for PISA3D 
• Comparative studies on prototype structures using different FE programs 
• Selection of earthquake records for analysis and testing 
400 
 
(5) NEES-SG: SC Project Team and NCREE Team perform distributed hybrid tests (test 
1: NEES-SG team - SC-MRF; NCREE team - diaphragm, and/or SC-MRF; test 2: similar 
to test 1 except for use SC-CBFs); (Ricles)  
• Physical testing of specimens at 2 sites 
 
(6) NCREE consider collaborating with the NEES-SG: SC Project Team on large-scale 
3-D tests of self-centering systems. 
• Interaction between floor slab and framing needs to be evaluated 
• Evaluation of impact of gap-opening on non-structural elements (curtain wall, 
precast panels, etc.) 
• Accommodation of SC system to different construction methods (Taiwan, U.S., 
etc.) 
 
(7) Establish prototype structures best suited for different systems (Concrete, Steel, CFT, 
RCS, etc.) (Liu and Garlock) 
• 3 different building heights 
• Comparison with conventional MRF system (cost, behavior, etc.) 
• Zones of seismicity: moderate to severe 
• Soil conditions: soft and stiff 
 
(8) Future Meeting Schedule 
• Hold international SC workshop 
• October 2006 in Taiwan during International Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering  
• January 2006 in US (Lehigh or Princeton); invite representatives from Japan, New 
Zealand, Canada, Europe 
• October 2007 in Taiwan during 3-D test 
 
(9) Graduate Student Exchange 
• Summer 2006 (Deadline for U.S. students is December) 
• Academic or calendar year 2007 
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